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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Proteins: Structure and function

The term protein refers to large biomolecules that are a result of the translation
mechanism of the DNA genome. Generally speaking, proteins are polymer-like
molecules, the building blocks of which are organic molecules known as amino
acids (AAs). [1] There are 21 amino acids found in nature (see Fig. 1.1), and
they consist of 3 main functional groups: a carboxyl group, an amino group,
and a side chain. AAs have different properties in terms of size, polarity and
charge and like letter in an alphabet, can be assembled together, with covalent
bonds called peptide bonds to form a vast vocabulary, each word being a distinct
protein. [2] A graphical representation of the 21 natural AAs follows in Fig. 1.1.
Proteins are involved in every process of life, and their functions span from
catalysis and transferring of important molecules to being structural components in cell membranes. The functionality of a protein is usually determined
by its 3-dimensional arrangement in space. Despite the virtually infinite variety
of proteins, common patterns can be identified, as every protein has 4 different
levels of structure: [3,4]
• The primary structure of a protein is the sequence of amino acids, and it
is a unique identification of each protein.
• Under certain circumstances, parts of the protein can fold further, locally,
into specific patterns, such as helices and stranded-like structures. Such folding is called secondary structure. The most common secondary structures
are the so called α-helices and β-sheets and are characterized by a regular
pattern of hydrogen bonding, that makes such features stable.
• The tertiary structure is the overall arrangement of the protein in space,
and it is stabilized by the presence of solvent molecules (e.g. water) and
13
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1.2

Charged (side chains often make salt bridges)
Arginine (Arg)

Lysine (Lys)

Aspartic Acid (Asp)

Special case

Glutamic Acid (Glu)

Selocysteine (Sec)

+

+

Polar (usually participate in H-bonds as proton donors or acceptors)
Glutamine (Gln)

Asparganine (Asn)

Histidine (His)

Serine (Ser)

Threonine (Thr)

Tyrosine (Tyr)

Cysteine (Cys)

Methionine (Met)

Tryptophan (Trp)

Hydrophobic (normally buried inside the protein core)
Alanine (Ala)

Isoleucine (Ile)

Leucine (Leu)

Phenylalanine (Phe)

Valine (Val)

Proline (Pro)

Glycine (Gly)

Figure 1.1. The chemical structure of the 21 natural amino acids separated according
to their side chain properties: amino acids with positively and negatively charged side
chains, amino acids with special type of side chains, polar amino acids and amino
acids with hydrophobic side chains.

salts. Covalent bonds within the protein, namely disulfide bonds, contribute
to folding of the protein at this point.
• Multiple proteins can assemble to form a supramolecular structure. This is
described as the proteins quaternary structure.
All the above mentioned mechanisms are depicted in the scheme shown in
Fig. 1.2, exemplarily for insulin.

1.2

Hofmeister series

As mentioned before the tertiary structure of the protein and consequently its
functionality largely depends on its interaction with the (predominantly) aqueous environment of cells and organisms. [5] However, in nature this environment
does not only consist of water, but contains also dissolved solutes, which vastly
change the properties of water. One of the most important and ubiquitous solutes of this type are inorganic salts in the form of dissolved anions and cations

1.3
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a) Primary structure
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b) Secondary structure
α-helix

β-sheet

c) Tertiary structure

d) Quaternary structure

Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the four levels of structure of a protein in
the 3-dimentional space, using the structure of insulin as an example. a) primary
structure with the series of amino acids of insulin, b) secondary structure, where the
amino acids have folded into α-helices and β-sheets, stabilized by hydrogen bonds, c)
tertiary structure of the protein, as it is arranged in the 3-dimentional space and d)
two insulin complexes fold together to create the quaternary structure.

of various types and properties. These charged and active species on the one
hand change the properties of the solvent itself [6,7] and are on the other hand
able to directly interact with charged residues of the protein. [8] This notion
about the importance of the effects of ions on the protein’s functionality and
stability was realized very early, in the late 18th century when these effects were
for the first time studied systematically. One of the pioneers of the field was
Franz Hofmeister who systematically studied the effect of ions on proteins stability, by performing solubility measurements of several proteins in electrolyte
solutions using several different types of electrolytes. [9] Thus, he managed to
empirically categorize cations and anions separately according to their efficiency
to either stabilize or denature the protein structure. [9,10,11]
More specifically Hofmeister found that strongly hydrated cations, with a high
surface charge density tend to denature proteins, while weakly hydrated cations
with low charge density tend to stabilize proteins. The exact opposite trend was
found to be valid for anions, [12] but with an even more pronounced effect. [13]
All these notions are schematically depicted in Fig. 1.3.

1.3

Aim of the study - Outline of the thesis

Although the principles of the Hofmeister series has been employed for decades
in pharmacological, biomedical and biotechnological processes for stabilizing
or denaturing protein structures, and despite the tremendous scientific efforts

16
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1.3

CATIONS
NH4+

SO4

2-

K+

HPO4

2-

Na+

Li+

Mg2+
Protein Denaturation/Charge Density
Protein Stability/Charge Density
Br- ~ NO3acetate- citrate- ClANIONS

Ca2+

Gdm+

I-

SCN-

ClO4-

Figure 1.3. The Hofmeister series for cations and anions. From left to right: increasing denaturation tendency for cations with increasing surface charge density, while
for the anions increasing denaturation tendency is found for anions with low surface
charge density; anions with high surface charge density promote protein stability.

using both experimental and theoretical tools, the exact molecular mechanism
that leads to the Hofmeister effect is still poorly understood.
The aim of this work is to contribute to the solution of this longstanding enigma
and shed light onto the molecular mechanism of the Hofmeister effect, using
advanced spectroscopic techniques. I mainly employ dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) in the GHz and THz region using complementary microwave
and optical techniques and I support my findings, whenever needed, with other
experiments, such as NMR spectroscopy and viscometry.
This work is primarily split in four basic parts, which contain one or more
chapters:
Part I. This part includes chapters 1, 2 and 3. In chapter 1 I discuss the theory
of the Hofmeister effect and give a motivation for the project that follows. In
chapter 2 I include a detailed description of the background of dielectric relaxation starting from Maxwells equations and spreading to the different dielectric
relaxation models and the microscopic models describing dielectric relaxation.
In chapter 3 I give an overview of all the experimental techniques used during
this work and the instrumentation.
Part II. In this part, which consists of four separate chapters, I discuss the
interaction and quantify the association of ions with a model amide, which
represents a model for the amide-rich protein backbone. Chapter 4 serves
as an introduction to this part explaining the choice of the amide as a first
step and the background of the data analysis that follows in the forthcoming
chapters. In chapter 5 I quantify the association of representative cations of
the Hofmeister series, to elucidate the peculiar behaviour of the guanidinium
(Gdm+ ) cation. In chapter 6 I quantify the association of anions in a similar
way and then compare the findings with the findings for the cations, showing
that cations interact stronger with amide groups than anions. Based on the
results for individual ions in chapters 5 & 6, I test the additivity of the ionamide interaction in chapter 7, by using salts where both the cation and anion
interact with an amide.

1.3

Introduction
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Part III. In this part, which includes chapters 8 and 9, I move towards more
realistic models for protein. To do so I chose to study the zwitterionic triglycine
molecule, which apart from the amide group, also contains the charged terminal
groups of a protein. In chapter 8 I study the dielectric behaviour of solely
triglycine in an aqueous solution, while in chapter 9 I monitor the changes
of the triglycine dielectric relaxation due to the excistence of salts, that their
effect on an amide has already been studied. Comparison of these findings to
the findings obtained in the presence of only an amide provides insight into the
contribution of charged terminal groups to ion-protein interactions.
Part IV. In this last part, which contains chapter 10, I study the effect of
ions on the dynamics of water. Here, the changes of the fast (sub-picosecond)
water regime that relaxes in the THz region of the water’s dielectric spectrum
are reported.

Chapter 2

Theory of Dielectric
Relaxation
2.1

Interaction of electromagnetic fields with
matter

The interaction of a material (e.g. molecules) with a static external field can
be understood in terms of application of external forces to its charged particles.
These forces move the particles in the direction of the external field, causing a
phenomenon, which is generally referred to as polarization. The contribution of
each of these charged particles to the total polarization of the material depends
strongly on its mobility. In general there are four main mechanisms that can
contribute to the polarization of a material: [14]
• Orientational polarization, that appears when the material consists of
permanent dipoles. The polarization originates from the alignment of the
dipoles to the direction of the external field.
• Electronic polarization, that refers to the polarization created due to the
displacement of the electronic cloud of the atoms from equilibrium positions.
• Atomic or Ionic polarization, originating from the displacement of atoms
or ions in crystalline materials.
• Space charge polarization, which is due to the macroscopic displacement
of mobile charges in a material and their consequent trapping in impurities,
imperfections, interfaces etc.
19
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2.2

2.2.1

Theory of Dielectric Relaxation

2.2

Mathematical description of the polarization
Maxwell equations

In general the starting point for the description of the interaction of electric
field with matter is Maxwells equations: [15,16]
~ ×H
~ = J~ + ∂ D
~
∇
∂t
~ ×E
~ =−∂ B
~
∇
∂t
~ ·D
~ = ρf
∇
~ ·B
~ =0
∇

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

~ is the electric field, H
~ the magnetic field, D
~ the electric induction (or
where E
~ the magnetic induction (or magnetic flux density)
electric displacement field), B
and ρf the electric charge density.
These four equations are in fact expressing the generation of magnetic fields by
electric currents, the generation of electric fields in the presence of electric currents, the Faraday’s Law of induction and the absence of magnetic monopoles.
With these four equations combined with Newton’s equation of motion:
m

∂2
~ + ~v × B)
~
~r = q (E
∂t2

(2.5)

where q is a moving charge, moving with velocity ~v , a variety of electromagnetic
phenomena and interactions with matter can be described and calculated.

2.2.2

Material properties - Constitutive equations (electrical permittivity, specific conductivity and relative
magnetic permeability)

For the polarization and magnetization, in the case of a homogenous, non~ and B
~ can be considered.
dispersive and isotopic material, the linear terms of E
Thus, this dependence can be described by:
~ =  0 E
~
D

(2.6)

~
J~ = κ E

(2.7)

~ = µ µ0 H
~
B

(2.8)

These supplementary equations to the initial differential Maxwells equations are
~ and H
~ to E
~ and B,
~ respectively
called constitutive equations and they connect D

2.2
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by quantities that depend on the material. More specifically these quantities
are: , the relative electrical permittivity, κ, the specific conductivity and µ
the magnetic permeability. 0 and µ0 are constants and refer to the electric
permittivity and magnetic permeability of free space, respectively.

2.2.3

Matter in an alternating electric field

In the previous case of the static electric field, the material was remaining
polarized with a constant polarization as long as it was under the influence of
the field. In the case of the alternating field the field is changing with time and
consequently the polarization will follow these changes. These changes though
may not be instantaneous, but can be delayed in time, until the system reaches
equilibrium. The magnitude of this delay depends on polarization mechanism,
the molecular structure and the temperature. [17] This delay results to an energy
loss that can be described as follows:
If the alternating field is of amplitude E0 and angular frequency ω = 2πν, then
the time dependent field can be described as:
~
~ 0 exp (iωt)
E(t)
=E

(2.9)

As mentioned before the electric displacement follows the changes of the field,
with an angular frequency-dependent phase delay δ(ω). The resulting displacement then will be:
~
~ 0 cos(ωt − δ(ω)) ⇔
D(t)
=D
~
~ 0 cos(δ(ω)) cos(ωt) + D
~ 0 sin(δ(ω)) sin(ωt)
⇔ D(t)
=D

(2.10)

By setting:
~ 0 cos(δ(ω)) = 0 (ω) 0 E
~0
D

(2.11)

~ 0 sin(δ(ω)) = 00 (ω) 0 E
~0
D

(2.12)

and
the electric displacement can be described as:
~ 0 = 0 (ω) 0 E
~ 0 cos(ωt) + 00 (ω) 0 E
~ 0 sin(ωt)
D

(2.13)

where the expression:
ˆ(ω) = 0 (ω) + i00 (ω)

(2.14)

is the complex frequency dependent permittivity of the material. The real part
0 is the in-phase response or dispersive part of the complex permittivity and it is
connected to the energy that is stored in the material, while the imaginary part
00 is the out-of-phase or dissipative response of the material and is connected
to the energy loss.
Accordingly, the eqs. 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 in the non-static case result to:
~ˆ
~ˆ
D(t)
= ˆ(ω) 0 E(t)

(2.15)

22
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~ˆ = κ̂(ω) E(t)
~ˆ
J(t)

(2.16)

~ˆ = µ̂(ω) µ0 H(t)
~ˆ
B(t)

(2.17)

where κ̂(ω) and µ̂(ω) are the complex conductivity and complex permeability
of the medium, respectively.
Note that the real and imaginary part of the complex relative permittivity (0
and 00 respectively) are not independent, but are connected with the KramersKronig relation. [18,19]
In general the relation of the complex permittivity with the frequency of the
external field can be understood in terms of the polarization mechanisms mentioned before, in the sense that, depending on the rate by which the field is
alternating, the dipoles can follow or lag behind the change. Qualitatively,
0 (ω) is increasing with the quantity of the dipoles that are oriented (or the ions
or the charges moved), while the 00 (ω) is expected to be maximum in the frequency region where the characteristic time of the movement of the permanent
dipoles is comparable with the period of the field, since in that region maximum
energy absorption is expected due to the dipole re-orientation and consequent
conversion to heat. [17]

2.2.4

Wave equations

A harmonically oscillating electromagnetic field can be expressed by separating
its electric and magnetic components as follows:

and

~ˆ = E
~ 0 cos(iωt)
E(t)

(2.18)

~ˆ
~ 0 cos(iωt)
H(t)
=H

(2.19)

Applying the Maxwell equation (eq. 2.1) and taking into account the constitutive
equations (eqs. 2.15 - 2.17) for the magnetic component of the field will be:
~ ×H
~ 0 = (κ̂(ω) + i ω ˆ(ω) 0 ) Ê0
∇

(2.20)

With the same interpretation for the electric field the equation (eq. 2.2) gives:
~ ×E
~ 0 = (−i ω µ̂(ω) µ0 ) Ĥ0
∇

(2.21)

Application of the rotation operator to the eq. 2.20 and then combination with
eq. 2.21 and the Legendre vectorial results to:
~ × (∇
~ ×H
~ 0) = ∇
~ (∇
~ ·H
~ 0 ) − ∆H
~ 0 = ∇(0)
~
~ 0 = −∆H
~0
∇
− ∆H

(2.22)

If we now define a quantity k̂ as propagation constant, which equals to:


µ̂(ω) κ̂(ω)
k̂ 2 = k02 µ̂(ω) ˆ(ω) +
(2.23)
i ω 0
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√
(With k0 = ω 0 µ0 = 2π/λ0 the propagation constant of free space and λ0 the
wavelength of a monochromatic wave in vacuum).
the reduced wave equation for the magnetic field is obtained:
~ 0 + k̂ 2 H
~0 = 0
∆H

(2.24)

~ · Ê0 = 0
Applying the same line of thoughts for a solenoidal medium, where ∇
and for a non-magnetizable system (µ̂ = 1) for the propagation constant we
obtain:


κ̂(ω)
2
2
(2.25)
k̂ = k0 ˆ(ω) +
i ω 0
and
k̂ 2 = k02 η̂(ω)
0

(2.26)

00

The quantity η̂(ω) = η (ω) − iη (ω) is the generalized complex permittivity.
This quantity is the only experimentally accessible quantity, since the dielectric
properties of a system cannot be measured separately from its conductivity.
More information about the conductivity phenomena and how they are dealt in
an experimental procedure follows in paragraph 2.3.5.

2.3
2.3.1

Dielectric relaxation
Polarization

If we define the polarization of a material as:
~ˆ
P~ = (ˆ
 − 1) 0 E

(2.27)

Then the electric displacement can be rewritten as:
~ˆ = ˆ 0 E
~ˆ = 0 E
~ˆ + P~ˆ
D

(2.28)

As mentioned before, a macroscopic expression for the total polarization of
homogeneous liquids (the focus of this thesis) is expected to include simultaneously at least the first three polarization contributions, namely: orientational,
electronic and ionic polarization, which is practically very difficult to discriminate a priori. However, typically these polarizations have very different time
scales associated with the fact that the electron displacement is faster than the
displacement of molecules and atoms. [20] Thus, according to the previously mentioned interpretation, the total polarization is divided in two main individual
contributions:
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
P~ = P~µ + P~α
(2.29)
The first term in eq. 2.29 is the expression that includes the contribution of only
the orientational polarization, which originates from the alignment of k dipoles
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with a dipole moment µκ and number density ρκ to the external field. Thus, it
can be described as:
X
ˆ
P~µ =
ρk hµ~k i
(2.30)
k

In liquids the orientational polarization occurs at pico- to nanosecond time-scale
corresponding to frequencies at 1 MHz to 100 GHz region and the relaxation
modes appearing are rather broad because of the coupling of the dipoles with
the surrounding liquid environment.
The second term in eq. 2.29 refers to the induced polarization and includes
contributions from the electronic and atomic polarization. The origins of this
polarization are found in the generation of a dipole due to the displacement of
atoms or electrons by the field. The analytical expression describing this type
of polarization is:
X
ˆ
~ˆi )k
P~α =
ρk αk (E
(2.31)
k

The frequency dependence of this polarization gives information about the intramolecular dynamics of the system. More specifically it can be interpreted
as the superposition of two contributions: atomic polarization for molecular
liquids at infra-red frequencies, due to the displacement of molecular oscillators and electronic polarization in the ultra-violet or visible range. However,
at microwave frequencies these polarizations are constant and its corresponding
loss peaks are usually much narrower than the ones corresponding to microwave
frequencies. [21] Thus, due to the different time-scales (frequency ranges) of the
above mentioned polarization contributions, these two mechanisms are generally very well separated. Here it needs to be mentioned, that in homogeneous
molecular liquids, the space charge polarization is assumed to be absent.
Finally if we define the value of the dielectric constant at very high frequencies
as ∞ , corresponding to the atomic and electronic polarization, then the two
polarization contributions can be rewritten as:
ˆ
~ˆ
P~µ = 0 (ˆ
 − ∞ ) E

(2.32)

ˆ
~ˆ
P~α = 0 (∞ − 1) E

(2.33)

and

2.3.2

Response functions

A linear medium is a medium where the superposition principle applies. This
~ 1 and E
~ 2 creating polarizations P~1 and
means that in the case of two fields E
~
P2 , respectively, the total polarization created will be P~1 + P~2 .
The orientational polarization at high frequencies is expected to be reduced
since the dipoles cannot align to the alternating field because of inertia and
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friction. On the other hand atomic polarization is occurring close to its resonance frequencies.
~ a
If a linear and isotropic dielectric medium is interacting with a static field E,
~
linear polarization P will be created. If at time zero (t=0) the field is switched
off and the electronic polarization is assumed to decay instantaneously without
delay, the remaining orientational polarization will be expressed as:
ˆ
ˆ
P~ (t) = P~ (0) · FP (t)
where Fp (t) is the step response function, which can be described as:
D
E
P~ (0) · P~ (t)
E
FP (t) = D
P~ (0) · P~ (0)

(2.34)

(2.35)

For a material where P~ (t) decays FP (0) = 1 and FP (∞) = 0.
~ˆ
Now if the static field is replaced by a harmonic field described as: E(t)
=
ˆ
~
E0 exp(−iωt), the polarization at any time can be described as:
Z ∞
ˆ
~ˆ
P~ = 0 (ˆ
 − 0 ) E(t)
exp(−iωt)fP dt0
(2.36)
0

R∞

0

The term 0 exp(−iωt)fP dt or Liω [fP (t0 )] is the Laplace transformed pulse
response, which is obtained from:
fP (t0 ) =
normalized for

R∞
0

∂FP (t − t0 )
∂(t − t0 )

(2.37)

fP dt0 = 1 The complex permittivity will be: [20]

ˆ(ω) = 0 (ω) − i00 (ω) = ∞ + (s − ∞ ) · Liω [fp (t0 )] ⇔
⇔ ˆ(ω) = ∞ + ( − ∞ ) · Fj (ω)

(2.38)

with Fj (ω) being the expression of the response function in the frequency domain.

2.3.3

Single relaxation time systems - The Debye equation

The simplest approach one can make for a material in an alternating field,
regarding the change of the (orientational) polarization over time is the relation: [17]
P~s − P~µ (t)
∂ ~
Pµ (t) =
(2.39)
∂t
τ
where P~s is the equilibrium polarization and τ the relaxation time, meaning the
polarization is reduced to 1/e of the equilibrium value within τ . The relation
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(eq. 2.39) signifies that the polarization approaches to its equilibrium value P~s
with a rate that is proportional to the distance from the equilibrium position
and is called the Debye equation. [22]
Another way to express this relation is:
∂ ~
1
Pµ (t) = − P~µ (t)
∂t
τ

(2.40)

which assumes that a decrease in the orientational polarization is directly proportional to the polarization itself, when an external field is absent. [23] In that
case the step response function becomes:
t
FP = exp(− )
τ

(2.41)

And the polarization can be rewritten as:
t
P~µ (t) = P~µ (0) exp(− )
τ

(2.42)

Using eq. 2.37 the pulse response function in that case can be written as:
fP =

1
t
exp(− )
τ
τ

(2.43)

And the frequency domain conversion by Laplace transformation gives:
Fj (ω) =

1
1 + iωτ

(2.44)

For the frequency dependent complex permittivity we obtain:
ˆ = ∞ +

s − ∞
1 + iωτ

(2.45)

and separately for the real and imaginary part we obtain:
s − ∞
1 + ω2 τ 2

(2.46)

s − ∞
ωτ
1 + ω2 τ 2

(2.47)

0 (ω) = ∞ +
00 (ω) = ∞ +

As obvious in Fig. 2.1 in the frequency region around the value ω = 1/τ we
notice:
• A peak in 00 . This happens because in that frequency region the energy
losses are maximized, due to the fact that the frequencies ω and 1/τ become
comparable. The maximum of the peak is at the frequency that correspond
to ωmax = 1/τ .
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εs

Permittivity, Loss

εs + ε ∞
2

Real
Imaginary

ε∞

Frequency/GHz
Figure 2.1. Real and imaginary part of the frequency dependent complex permittivity for a single Debye-type relaxation (according to eqs. 2.46 and 2.47).

• A dispersion in 0 . The reason for this step is that at frequencies much
smaller than ωmax the dipoles have sufficient time to follow the changes
of the external field, while at frequencies much higher than ωmax they are
unable to follow and they do not contribute to the polarization. Thus, at
low frequencies 0 → s , while at high frequencies 0 → ∞ .
Note that the quantity ∆ = s − ∞ is referred to as dielectric strength and is
a measure of the number of dipoles that align to the external field.

2.3.4

Systems with relaxation time distribution - Empirical equations

In reality there are not many systems that act according to the monoexponential Debye equation, but rather show broader and even non-symmetric
dielectric loss peaks. This can be explained by the fact that in most systems
there is not a single relaxation time, but rather a relaxation time distribution.
In order to account for this discrepancy a continuous relaxation time distribution (for practical reasons it is depicted in a logarithmic scale), G(lnτ ) is
assumed. [20] With this assumption the response function will be:
Z ∞
G(lnτ )
Fj (ω) =
d(lnτ )
(2.48)
1
+ iωτ
0
Since the access to G(lnτ ) from experimental data is not straightforward, in
reality empirical extended versions of the Debye equation are used in order to
characterize these systems. The description of the most commonly used ones
follows:
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The Cole-Cole equation
The first empirical equation was suggested by K.S Cole and R.H Cole and assumes a symmetrical relaxation time distribution around a principal relaxation
time τ0 . [24,25] The response function proposed is:
Fj =

1
1 + (iωτ0 )(1−α)

(2.49)

And accordingly the resulting description of the complex permittivity will be:
ˆ(ω) = ∞ +

s − ∞
1 + (iωτ0 )(1−α)

(2.50)

in these equations the empirical parameter α characterizes the symmetrical
relaxation time distribution in the system and can take values from 0 to 1
(α ∈ [0, 1)). For α = 0 the Cole-Cole equation reduces to the Debye equation.
The Cole-Davidson equation
R.H Cole and D.W Davidson described the asymmetric relaxation time distribution around a centre of gravity τ0 . [26,27] The equations proposed have the
form:
1
Fj =
(2.51)
(1 + iωτ0 )β
ˆ(ω) = ∞ +

s − ∞
(1 + iωτ0 )β

(2.52)

where the empirical parameter β describes the shape of the distribution and
β ∈ (0, 1]. In that case for β = 1 we end up to the Debye equation.
The Havriliak-Negami equation
This is a more general description than the previous ones and it includes both
the parameters α ∈ [0, 1] and β ∈ [0, 1]. Thus the empirical equation is: [28]
Fj =

1
(1 + (iωτ0 )(1−α) )β

ˆ(ω) = ∞ +

s − ∞
(1 + (iωτ0 )(1−α) )β

(2.53)

(2.54)

In this case the parameters α and β determine the symmetric and antisymmetric broadening. For β = 1 we end up with the Cole-Cole equation,
while with α = 0 we take the Cole-Davidson equation. If simultaneously α = 0
and β = 1 it reduces to the Debye equation.
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Combination of relaxation models
In reality for many systems the frequency dependent complex permittivity cannot be described by only one of the above mentioned equations. For this reason
many times a superposition of n different relaxation processes is needed. In this
case we will end up with:
ˆ(ω) = ∞ +

n
X

(j − ∞,j ) Fj (ω)

(2.55)

j=1

Every distinct process will then be treated as linearly independent with a separate amplitude Sj and response function Fj (ω). Thus:
s − ∞ =

n
X

(j − ∞,j ) =

j=1

n
X

Sj

(2.56)

j=1

with ∞,j = j + 1.

2.3.5

Conductivity

In general, in every material the charges and conductivity contributions can be
distinguished in three categories: [29]
• The free charges, which can macroscopically move throughout the material
and contribute to the DC-conductivity.
• The semi-free charges, the motion of which leads to the appearance of the
polarization and in static ω = 0 or semi-static circumstances can contribute
to the DC-conductivity.
• The bound charges that only contribute to the orientational polarization.
As discussed in paragraph 2.2.3, the generalized dielectric function not only
contains contributions from the dipolar polarization mechanisms, but also from
electrical conductivity, that occurs in the material due to the displacement of
the electric charges. In reality it is impossible to discriminate the contribution of
conductivity from the dielectric function. However, a good approximation is to
assume that the complex conductivity is the real DC-conductivity. In that case
the conductivity will contribute to the imaginary part of the permittivity with
a term that equals to κ0 (0)/0 ω, that for very high frequencies will approach to
zero.
Thus, the imaginary part of the permittivity can be then rewritten as:
0 (ω) = η 00 (ω) −

κ0 (0)
0 (ω)

(2.57)
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While for the real part:
0 (ω) = η 0 (ω)

(2.58)

Note that with this assumption all frequency dependent contributions to the
material properties are contained in the complex permittivity, independent of
their translational or rotational nature.

2.3.6

Microscopic models

Up to now all the equations used to describe the dielectric relaxation were not
taking into account the specific molecular structure of each system, but rather
dealing with it as a continuum. However, there are also models that link the
microscopic properties of a system, with the macroscopic properties observed.
A description of the most important ones follows:
The Onsager equation
By considering a molecule as a spherical structure in a continuum dielectric
medium of permittivity , the cavity field created by the molecule can be described as: [30]
~ h = 3 E
~
(2.59)
E
2 + 1
Based on this description and by neglecting specific interactions and possible
anisotropy of the surrounding field Onsager deducted the following equation to
link the microscopic with the macroscopic properties:
!
X
µ2j
1
ρj
~
~
0 ( − 1)E = Eh ·
αj +
·
(2.60)
1 − αj fj
3kB T 1 − αj fj
j
where αj is the polarizability, ρj the density of the dipole, µj the dipole moment
and fj a reaction field factor of species j. Combination of the previous eqs. 2.59
and 2.60 gives the Onsager equation:
!
X
µ2j
( − 1) (2 + 1) 0
ρj
1
=
αj +
·
(2.61)
3
1 − αj fj
3kB T 1 − αj fj
j
considering a liquid with a single dipolar specie the equation reduces to:
( − ∞ ) (2 + ∞ )
ρµ2
=
2
 (∞ + 2)
90 kB T

(2.62)

The Kirkwood-Fröhlich equation
Based on the previous equation and considering the case that a dipoles orientation is correlated with dipoles in its vicinity, the Onsager equation can be
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rewritten as: [18,31]
ρµ2
( − ∞ ) (2 + ∞ )
=
· gK
 (∞ + 2)2
90 kB T

(2.63)

where the factor gK is called the Kirkwood factor and generally represents interactions amongst neighboring particles. The case gK > 1 indicates a parallel
orientational correlation amongst dipoles, while gK < 1 antiparallel. If gK = 1
means statistical (random) alignment.

The Cavell equation
For multiple relaxation modes in one sample the Cavell equation was derived. [32]
The form of the Cavell equation is:
NA cj
 + Aj (1 − )
· ∆Sj =
· µ2

3kB T 0 eff, j

(2.64)

where Aj is a shape factor of a molecule and NA the Avogadro’s number.
It relates the amplitude Sj of species j with their molar concentration and the
square of their effective dipole moment µeff, j . To account for medium polarization effects and dipolar correlations µeff, j can be related to the gas phase dipole
momentµj :
µj
√
µeff, j =
· gj
(2.65)
1 − fj αj
In this expression possible cavity and reaction field effects are taken into account
from the field factor fj and the polarizability αj , while possible orientational
correlations are described by the factor gj .
It is worthwhile to mention that for a spherical cavity of radius aj the reaction
field can be described as: [20]
fj =

1
2 − 2
·
3
4π0 aj 2 + 1

(2.66)

In the case of ellipsoidal particles with half axes: aj > bj > cj the resulting
reaction field will be:
fj =

3
Aj (1 − Aj )( − 1)
·
4π0 aj bj cj
 + (1 − )Aj

(2.67)

where the shape factor Aj :
aj bj cj
Aj =
2

Z

For aj = bj = cj , Aj = 1/3.

0

∞

ds
(s + a2j )3/2 (s + b2j )3/2 (s + c2j )3/2

(2.68)
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Relaxation times
Rotational diffusion equations

Several models have been proposed in order to characterize, predict and correlate the macroscopic (measured) relaxation time to the molecular properties of
the studied system. However this is not an easy task since many different effects
as inertia, dipole-dipole effects and microscopic viscosity need to be taken into
account for a successful description.
The Debye model of rotational diffusion
As a first effort of correlating the macroscopic relaxation time to the microscopic
properties , Debye proposed a model by treating the system as an aggregation of
spherical inelastic non-interacting dipoles. According to this model the uncorrelated collisions taking place between the particles can describe and predict the
relaxation time. By considering rotational Brownian motion of polar molecules
and the angle θ of a given molecule changing because of torque due to other
molecules, Debye obtained the Smoluchowksi kinetic equation, which in the configuration space for the distribution function F (θ, t) of dipoles can be written
as: [22,33]
"
!
#
Θ2
∂F
1 ∂
µ
=
sinθ
+ EF sinθ
(2.69)
∂t
sinθ ∂t
4δt
ς
where F dΩ is the number of dipoles, whose dipole moments are directed in a
small solid angle dΩ and Θ2 the mean square polar angle between two electric
moments µ, accounting for molecules enclosing the volume centered near the
angle Ω during a small time interval δt.
By considering a constant electric field Ê, which is switched off at time t = 0,
the eq. 2.69 can be approximated by:


µE
cosθ exp(−t/τrot )
(2.70)
F (θ, t) = A 1 +
kB
where τrot =

ζ
2kB T

and ζ a friction factor.

This model can be successfully applied to non-associated systems, but is unable
to describe more complicated systems, since it does not account for inertia and
dipole-dipole correlations.
The Dote equation
To describe the microscopic relaxation time Dote et. al. [34] took advantage of the
Stokes-Einstein-Debye equation that describes the hydrodynamically controlled
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rotation of a sphere in a viscous medium. The Stokes-Einstein-Debye equation
is:
3Vm η 0
τrot =
(2.71)
kB T
where Vm is the volume of the sphere and η 0 is the dynamic viscosity of the
environment of the sphere.
Despite its success to characterize a series of systems it often fails due to the
unclear relation between the microscopic and measured (macroscopic) viscosity.
To correct for this discrepancy Dote et. al. [34] proposed a model that instead of
the dynamic viscosity takes the measured viscosity η into account corrected by
using the effective volume of rotation instead of the volume of the sphere Vm .
Thus the equation proposed was:
τrot =

3Veff η
0
+ τrot
kB T

(2.72)

0
is the empirical axis intercept and usually represents the relaxation
where τrot
time of the freely rotating dipole. The expression used for calculating the Veff
is:
Veff = f C Vm
(2.73)

where f is a shape factor and C an empirical friction factor that can assume stick
(Cstick = 1) or slip (Cslip = 1 − f −2/3 ) boundary conditions. This expression
corrects for the difference between the measured and microscopic viscosity.

2.4.2

Microscopic relaxation times

Several models have been proposed to convert the experimentally measured,
τmeas , relaxation time to the microscopic rotational correlation time τrot :
The Debye equation
Debye, by assuming an inner Lorentz field, proposed the relation: [22]
τmeas =

+2
τrot
∞ + 2

(2.74)

But this equation is applicable only for non-polar systems, while it fails to
describe polar ones.
Powles-Glarum and Madden-Kivelson expressions
An updated and more successful description came by Powles and Glarum. [35,36]
Taking into account the molecular diffusion they proposed that:
τmeas =

3
τrot
2 + ∞

(2.75)
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Despite the fact that this expression was indeed more successful than the expression proposed by Debye, it failed due to the fact that it is not taking into
account any dipole-dipole correlations.
To account for this, Madden and Kivelson proposed a more general expression,
that has the form: [37]
gK
3
τrot
(2.76)
τmeas =
2 + ∞ ġ
where gK is the previously mentioned Kirkwood correlation factor and ġ the
dynamic correlation factor. Note that for gK /ġ = 1, meaning no dipole-dipole
correlation, this expression reduces to the Powles-Glarum equation.

2.4.3

Temperature dependence of the relaxation time

In general relaxation times vary with temperature, and rather become shorter
with increasing temperature. This is because with increasing temperature the
molecules gain more kinetic energy, which results in a higher mobility and consequently easier and faster alignment according to the changes of the external
field. In the following paragraph the most common general empirical descriptions of the temperature dependence are described:
The Arrhenius equation
The Arrhenius equation typically has the form:


Wα
τ = τ0 exp
kB T

(2.77)

where Wα is the activation energy, τ0 the shortest possible relaxation time and
kB the Boltzmanns constant. This equation can be deduced from the Fröhlich
model, according to which a dipole must pass an energy barrier Wα in order to
rotate. [18,38]
Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation
This equation has the form:

τ = τ0

B
T − T0


(2.78)

where B, τ0 and T0 (Vogel temperature) are parameters independent of temperature. This dependence is characteristic for processes that involve cooperative
motion of dipoles, as for example is occurring close to the glass transition. [14]

Chapter 3

Experimental Techniques
3.1

Dielectric measurements with alternating
field techniques

In principle, all alternating field techniques can be envisioned to measure the
dielectric properties of a material between two electrodes, forming a capacitor.
In this capacitor a small amplitude electric signal is applied and the response
of the system is recorded, as seen in Fig. 3.1. [17,29,39]
Note that depending on the frequency range, the experimental realization may
differ.

Dielectric

electrodes

Figure 3.1. Block diagram of a dielectric in between two metallic electrodes. This
scheme is the work principle of all alternating field setups for dielectric measurements.

In general when an alternating complex voltage V̂ (ω) is applied, the complex
35
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impedance can be written as:
Ẑ(ω) =

1
Ŷ (ω)

=

V̂ (ω)
ˆ
I(ω)

(3.1)

ˆ
where Ŷ (ω) the admittance and I(ω)
the resulting current, which can be defined
as:
ˆ t)
ˆ t) = dQ̂(ω, t) = i ω Ĉ(ω) V (ω,
(3.2)
I(ω,
dt
and Ĉ(ω) the complex capacity.
When the capacitor contains a dielectric material the phase and amplitude
of the current are changing. More specifically the current will show a phase
difference φ < π/2. The reason for this is that the current is expressed in two
components one of which is in-phase with the voltage (and expresses the losses
in the material, due to conductivity) and the other one is phase shifted. The
charge then is dictated to be delayed in comparison with the voltage for an
angle ∆ϕ = δ in order to have: φ + δ = π/2. This angle δ is called the loss
angle and is obtained from:
tanδ = −

ImĈ(ω)
ReĈ(ω)

(3.3)

Finally from eq. 3.1 and 3.2 the complex impedance is obtained:
Ẑ =

1
Ŷ (ω)

=

1
iω Ĉ(ω)

(3.4)

From this equation it becomes clear that the measurement of the complex
impedance (or admittance), allows for calculation of the complex capacitance
and from this gives access to the evolution of the dielectric function.

3.1.1

Frequency response analyzers (FRAs)

The simplest configuration, which sets the base of the technique used in the
present work, is a Frequency Response Analyser (FRA). Even though this configuration was not used in the present work, it will be described for the illustration of principle.
In this setup configuration a generator is producing and distributes an alternating voltage in the frequency domain of 104 to 107 Hz. This voltage is applied on
the sample that lies between the parallel plates of a capacitor. The resistance R
is converting the current Is (ω) that is running in the sample to a voltage U2 (ω).
The amplitudes and phases of the two voltages are measured by two adjusted
voltometers. [18,40] Therefore, an expression for the complex impedance can be
extracted as:


U1 (ω)
Us (ω)
=R
−1
(3.5)
Zs (ω) =
Is (ω)
U2 (ω)
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Usually this kind of devices are complemented by a digital lock-in amplifier or a
gain-phase analyser. A schematic depiction of the setup is presented in Fig. 3.2.
Sample
Capacitor

Generator

Is

Zs

U1

Voltage Analyser
Channel 2

R

U2

Voltage Analyser
Channel 1

Figure 3.2. Typical block diagram of a Frequency Response Analyser.

3.1.2

Vector network analyzers (VNAs)

The previously described setup is frequency limited in the MHz region, since
for higher frequencies (like the ones used in the present study) its response
is dominated by the resonance of capacitor (rather than the response of the
dielectric). For measurements that can reach up to 300 GHz Vector Network
Analysers (VNAs) have become readily available. These devices analyze an
arbitrary electrical network by determining not only the reflected or transmitted
signal, but both. This configuration is capable of recording simultaneously
the amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic waves. Commonly a two-port
instrument is used, that yields the scattering parameter matrix, Ŝ, defined as:
  
b̂1
Ŝ11
=
Ŝ21
b̂2

Ŝ12
Ŝ22

 
â1
â2

(3.6)

where âj and b̂j are the incident and reflected waves respectively, while j denotes
the port.
Note that these instruments in general rely on calibration. For one-port measurements, that define only the scattering parameter Ŝjj calibration is needed in
order to account and correct for errors in: directivity (êd ), frequency response
(êr ) and source match (ês ). Knowing these errors, the measured scattering
meas
act
parameter Ŝjj
can be related to the actual scattering parameter Ŝjj
via: [41]
meas
Ŝjj
= êd +

act
êr Ŝjj
act
1 − ês Ŝjj

(3.7)

For this reason, three different references must be measured together with every
set of measurements in order to calibrate the system, which usually are: open,
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short and 50 Ω. The scattering parameter, Ŝ11 , is then related to the normalized
(with respect to the 50 Ω impedance ) terminating impedance, Ŷ = Ẑ2 /Ẑ1 (for
an impedance step from Ẑ1 to Ẑ2 ) by:

Ŝ11 =

1 − Ŷ
1 + Ŷ

(3.8)

Experimental setup
In the present series of experiments I was able to measure complex permittivity at frequencies 0.1 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 using a frequency domain reflectometer,
based on an Anritsu Vector Star MS4647A vector network analyser with an
open ended coaxial probe, based on 1.85 mm coaxial connectors. [42] For covering frequencies at 56 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 125 I analogously use an open ended coaxial
probe, based on 1mm coaxial connectors, together with an external frequency
converter module (Anritsu 3744A mmW module). The experimental setup used
is shown in Fig. 3.3

Figure 3.3. Picture and block diagram of the Anritsu Vector Star MS4647A vector
network analyser, used for the experiments of this study. (Source: Anritsu website,
Manual)
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Data manipulation
For the calculation of the dielectric properties of the materials, I used the normalized impedance as described from Blackham: [43,44]
"

!
2
4 (ω)I
I1
k̂m
(ω)I3
kˆm
5
× i
Ŷ (ω) =
−
+
− ... +
0!
2!
4!
π k̂c (ω)ln(D/d)
!#
3
5
(ω)I4
(ω)I6
k̂m
k̂m
k̂m (ω)I2
−
+
− ...
+
1!
3!
5!
2
k̂m
(ω)

(3.9)

p
where k̂m (ω) = ω ˆ(ω)0 µ0 is the propagation constant of the sample at fre√
quency ω, with µ0 being the vacuum permeability, k̂c (ω) = ω ˆc 0 µ0 the propagation constant in the probe head and D and d the radii of the inner and outer
conductor of the coaxial line. Finally the values of In are coefficients resulting from the Taylor expansion of the normalized impedance. All of them were
computed by integration of the equation:
In0 =

Z
d

D

Z
d

D

Z

π

p

(n−2)
r2 + r02 − 2rr0 cos(θ)
cos(θ)ddrdr0

(3.10)

0

To optimize the parameters, the calculated |S11 | values from eq. 3.9 are fitted to
the modulus of the already measured scattering parameters of reference liquids
(water, [45] aqueous NaCl solutions, [46] N -dimethylacetamide, [47] propylene carbonate, [48] methanol, [49] ethanol [49] and 2-propanol [49] ). Instead of optimizing
separately the parameters for each liquid, the parameters are optimized as a
group using the formula: [44]
In0 =

In
10[α+β(n−1)+γ(n−1)2 +δ(n−1)3 +(n−1)4 ]

(3.11)

where α, β, γ, δ and  are optimization parameters used to add more degrees
of freedom.
Prior to each measurement series of calibrations were performed, as described in
the previous paragraph, that connect via eq. 3.7 the relative measured scattermeas
ing parameters Ŝjj
to the actual scattering parameters at the sample-coaxial
probe interface. As calibration standards, in the present work, I always used
air (open), silver (short) and water (load, 50 Ω) (See Fig. 3.4). Then the values
of ˆ(ω) were determined from eqs. 3.8 and 3.9, based on a simplex algorithm.
All the measurements were performed at ambient temperature (23 o C).
The results obtained for the complex permittivity at the two frequency regions
used in this work for an aqueous sample are shown in Fig. 3.5 (red and purple
data points).
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Figure 3.4. Evolution of the absolute value of the Scattering parameter S11 and the
phase versus the applied frequency for all the calibration standards used (air, short,
water).

3.2

THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)

The THz frequency window is typically considered to be the window covering
frequencies ranging from 0.1to 10 THz. For many years this frequency window
remained inaccessible, due to the lack of suitable emitters and detectors in this
frequency range and was referred to as the THz gap. [50] The main issue for
covering this frequency range originated from the fact that on the one hand it
is lying below the electronic transitions needed to produce a required photon
(≈ 300 µm), while on the other hand the THz frequencies are above the microwave and terahertz frequencies that are covered by most electronic devices.
This gap close during the late 1980s with the discovery of the photoconductive
antennas. [51,52]
Today the THz detection and emission is a very well established and studied
process and is mostly based in a phenomenon called electro-optic rectification
(EOR) or just optical rectification, which was achieved with the evolution of the
femtosecond pulse lasers. [53] During this process an intense optical beam from
a femtosecond laser passes through a non-linear medium (crystal) and results
to a generation of a quasi-DC polarization in the medium. In the case that
inside the medium there is a preferred crystal orientation and because of the
huge spectral bandwidth of a short-pulsed femtosecond laser the whole process
results to a mixing of different frequencies within the laser pulse that will result
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Figure 3.5. Real and imaginary part of the complex permittivity versus the frequency
of the external field for an aqueous sample measured a) at frequencies with an open
ended coaxial probe, based on 1.85 mm coaxial connectors (red data points), b) at
frequencies with an open ended coaxial probe, based on 1 mm coaxial connectors
(purple data points) and c) at frequencies using a THz Time-Domain Spectrometer
(green data points). The solid circled data points correspond to the real part of the
complex permittivity, while the open squared ones to the imaginary. The black solid
lines correspond to the real part of the permittivity, while the blue solid lines to the
imaginary part at frequencies 0.1 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 30000 as reported in literature. [41]

in the emission of electromagnetic waves in the terahertz region.

3.2.1

Theory of THz-TDS

The main advantage of employing THz-TDS spectroscopy lies on the fact that
during a measurement the whole waveform of the transmitted THz wave is
measured and recorded in real-time. This fact is very crucial since it gives
simultaneously access to both amplitude and phase information of the pulse
propagated through a sample. [42,54] Thus, Fourier transformation of the pulse
to the frequency domain provides material properties: i.e. refractive index, n̂(ω),
or equivalent complex permittivity, ˆ(ω):
ˆ(ω) = n̂2 (ω)

(3.12)

For THz-TDS measurements it is essential to compare the measurement of the
sample (Êsample ) with a measurement in temporal proximity to an empty cell
(Êref ) in order to obtain the frequency dependent refractive index. Initially the
data are Fourier-transformed in the frequency domain (See Fig. 3.6). [41]
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Figure 3.6. a) A Terahertz pulse transmitted through air in the time domain, b)
Fourier-transformation of the same Terahertz pulse in the frequency domain.

1
Êj =
2π

Z

+∞

e−i2πνt Êj (t) dt

(3.13)

−∞

Then from the ratio of the Fourier transforms the frequency dependent refractive
index is obtained, as it will be described below.

Air
Absorption

Sample

Phase Shift

Figure 3.7. Differences in amplitude and phase between a THz pulse passing from
air and a THz pulse transmitted through a cell filled with sample.

3.2.2

Experimental setup

For the present study, pulses from a 800 nm, 100 fs, 1 kHz Ti:Sapphire laser
(Coherent Legend Elite, USA) are initially split in two fractions. The first
pulse referred to as the generation pulse is used to generate the THz pulse via
optical rectification in a non-linear ZnTe crystal. These pulses are detected
by free-space electrooptic sampling (FEOS) [55,56] in a < 110 > oriented ZnTe
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detection crystal. The sample is held in a cylindrical near infrared quartz cell
with an optical path length of 0.1 mm (Starna GmbH, Germany).
The generation beam is chopped at 500 kHz, in order to allow background subtraction. After the generation the THz pulse is collected and collimated by a
parabolic mirror and is sent to a second parabolic mirror that focuses the beam
into the sample. The THz beam transmitted through the sample is collected
by a third parabolic mirror and sent to a fourth one that focuses it on the detection crystal. The whole beam path from the generation of the THz beam till
its detection is held in dry N2 atmosphere in order to avoid absorption of water
vapors.
The 800 nm pulse used for detection is passing through a delay line that allows
controlling of the temporal overlap with the THz beam. The detection beam is
then spatially overlapped with the THz pulse in the detection ZnTe crystal. In
materials that have no inversion symmetry, as the ZnTe crystals, the interaction
with a THz beam alters the birefringence, which will cause a rotation of the
polarization of the detection beam, due to the electro-optic effect. [57] The change
in polarization is measured by a polarizing beamsplitter that splits the beam in
vertical and horizontal polarization components, which are detected by a set of
differential photodiodes. Finally the differential signal, which is proportional to
the THz field is acquired by lock-in detection, using a lock-in amplifier.
A graphical representation of the THz-TDS setup used in the present work is
presented in Fig. 3.8.

Delay Line
10%
+
Ti:Sapphire Laser
λ = 800nm
FWHM ~ 100fs

90%
Polarizer

ZnTe
Chopper

+

Beamsplitter

OD Filter

ZnTe

Sample Holder

Diff. Detector

Parabolic Mirrors

Figure 3.8. Schematic representation of the THz-TDS setup used for the measurements in this study.
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The ratio of the frequency components of the pulses is: [58]
0
0
Esample
t23 p3 t34 (1 + r23
r34
p02
3 )
= 0 0 0
Ecuv
t23 p3 t34 (1 + r23 r34 p23 )

(3.14)

where pi the propagation coefficients, tij the transmission coefficients and rij
the reflexion coefficients between 2 and 4 that represent the material of the
window and 3 representing air (see Fig. 3.9) and can be defined as: [59]
rij =

ni − nj
ni + nj

(3.15)

tij =

2ni
ni + nj

(3.16)

and

pi = exp

−ini 2πνd
c


(3.17)

where ni and nj are the refractive indices of the media, d is the path length of
the medium and c the speed of light in vacuum.
For the determination of the refractive index of the cuvette I perform the same
measurements, comparing the transmission between the empty cuvette and air.
Hence, all the variables, except of the complex refractive index of the sample
are known. By fitting the measured ratio of the frequency components of the
THz pulse through the cuvette filled with sample and the empty one to eq. 3.14
I obtain the frequency dependent complex refractive index of the sample, which
can be then converted to permittivity via eq. 3.12. The results of such measurements for an aqueous solution are shown in Fig. 3.5 as green data points.
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Figure 3.9. Graphical representation of a THz pulse travelling through a samplefilled cuvette. The frequency dependent ratios of the THz pulses transmitted through
empty and sample-filled cuvette are used to determine the refractive index and the
permittivity (eq. 3.14).
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Chapter 4

Introduction on
quantification of ion-amide
interactions
4.1

The amide as a model for studying the
Hofmeister series

As mentioned in chapter 1 the effects of salts on the biomolecular behavior, such
as protein crystallization and enzymatic activity follow the Hofmeister series. [9]
The general trend that these series show is that cations with high surface charge
density and anions with low surface charge density lead to protein denaturation,
while the opposite case leads to protein stabilization. This trend holds for almost
all the cations and anions and is violated only in the case of the guanidinium
(Gdm+ ) cation, that despite its very low charge density, is lying in the fardenaturing region of the Hofmeister series. The peculiarity of this cation, will
be extensively discussed in chapters 5 and 7 of the present work.
The technological relevance of the Hofmeister series for pharmaceutical and
biotechnological applications has stimulated much research aiming at elucidating the specific molecular interactions that lead to the Hofmeister effect. In the
course of the years two main schools of thoughts have been formed, debating
whether these interactions are of direct nature [8,60,61] (direct binding of the ions
to the protein) or of indirect nature [6,7] (the ions affect the protein via its aqueous environment), while others are claiming that the Hofmeister effect originates
from combination of the previous scenarios. [62] Although a definite answer has
not yet been given and the water-mediated, indirect effects are also not negligible, [6,7,63] in recent years a lot of evidence for direct interactions between
proteins and ions has been found. [12,13,64,65,66]
49
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As for the direct interaction, based on mainly molecular dynamics simulations
studies, but also experimental ones, several interaction sites at proteins have
been proposed. More specifically O’ Brien et. al. , based on MD simulations,
suggested that the negatively charged carbonyl oxygen of the proteins amide
backbone and the carboxylate groups of the peptide side chains could serve
as the binding sites responsible for the cation-amide interaction. [67] On the
other hand, Hladı́lková et. al. , proposed that the charged terminal groups of
a protein might also be candidates for such direct interactions. [68] Moreover
Godawat et. al. , proposed that in some cases (e.g. Gdm+ ) the denaturation
of the protein might originate from coating of its hydrophobic fragments [69]
and Kubickova et. al. , suggested that pairing of the cation with the positively
arginine side chains plays an important role in denaturation of proteins. [70]
Due to the high complexity of such interactions, [8,71] and the complexity of the
salt solutions themselves [72] I initially limited the study to one of the above
mentioned scenarios. From all the pool of possibilities, I chose the amide backbone of the protein as the starting point, mostly for two reasons: a) the fact
that the Hofmeister effect seems to apply to all proteins and scales in many
cases with the available surface area [73] and b) the fact that the amide consists
of a carbonyl oxygen with a partial negative charge and a partially positively
charged NH group, that could serve as binding sites for cations and anions
respectively. Quantification of the individual effects, enables direct comparison between them. Moreover there has been evidence from NMR chemical
shifts [68,74,75,76] that the proximity of anions to the amides protons follows a
direct Hofmeister effect, [77] while the amide C=O vibration [13] and the NMR
chemical shift of the C=O carbon atom [78] are in-line with direct ion-amide
binding. [13] Furthermore by these studies it was suggested that the anion-amide
interaction is stronger than the cation-amide interaction, [8,13,76,77,79] which was
challenged by some computational studies. [80] In the present work, by using the
same experimental approach with the same sensitivity, I was able for the first
time to give a definite answer to these questions (chapter 7).

4.2

Model amide - Experimental procedure

For studying the ion-amide interaction I use the rotational dynamics of
N -Methylacetamide (NMA) in aqueous solutions as a probe. NMA is a
small amide rich molecule that serves as a model compound for mimicking the
proteins backbone. NMA’s small size and small dipole moment, originating
from the partial positive charge in the NH region and the partial negative
charge in the C=O group, is ideal for detecting its rotation in salt solutions
using DRS. For all the experiments the molar concentration of NMA was kept
constant at 2 mol/L in an aqueous solution, while the salt concentration was
varied from 0.25 to 2 mol/L at increments of 0.25 mol/L. Accordingly I choose
salts, which represent a wide spectrum of the Hofmeister series.
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For the better understanding of the above mentioned systems and the extraction of parameters used in the analysis of the ternary solutions I also prepared
and measured the corresponding aqueous salt solutions at concentrations of
0.15 mol/L, 0.25 mol/L, 0.75 mol/L, 1.25 mol/L and 2 mol/L. In all these cases
only spectra at 0.8 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 and 56 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 125 were recorded and
used.

4.3

Fitting equation

Initially, NMA (2 mol/L) and water mixtures are measured (Fig. 4.1), which
are both dipolar substances. For mixtures of dipolar molecules the rotational
relaxation of each dipolar species gives rise to a characteristic dispersion in 0
and a corresponding peak in 00 . In the frequency window relevant to this study
one expects three individual dielectric contributions in the binary mixtures of
NMA + water. The peak position corresponds to the characteristic rotation
frequency and the peak amplitude - the dielectric strength - scales with the
molar concentration of the dipoles and the squared dipole moment. One relaxation corresponds to the NMA relaxation [81] in the low frequency domain, one
relaxation in the intermediate frequency range, corresponding to the intense
water relaxation and a less intense relaxation in the high frequency region corresponding to the fast water relaxation, [82] a mechanism the origins of which
are poorly understood and will be discussed further in the last chapter of this
thesis (chapter 10). Accordingly a combination of three relaxation modes is fitted to the NMA + water spectrum, consisting from two Debye-type relaxations
for NMA and fast water, [81,82] while for a better description of the bulk water relaxation a Cole-Cole equation is used with αCC being a measure for the
symmetrically broadened water peak, [64,83] due to the breadth of the relaxation
time distribution (Fig. 4.1):
Sfast
SNMA
Swater, exp
+
+
+
1 + (2πiντNMA ) 1 + (2πiντfast )
1 + (2πiντwater )(1−αCC )
(4.1)
κ
+ ∞ +
2πiν0

ˆ (ν) =

where Sj and τj are the relaxation amplitudes and the relaxation times, respectively. ∞ is the infinite frequency permittivity, κ the sample conductivity, and
0 the permittivity of free space.
The decomposition of the three relaxation amplitudes is presented Fig 4.1. As
obvious from this figure the collective rotational relaxation of hydrogen-bonded
water at ∼ 20 GHz and a weak relaxation at ∼ 200 GHz is observed. [84] Finally
the relaxation of dipolar NMA molecules results in an additional Debye-type
relaxation mode at ∼ 4 GHz.
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Figure 4.1. Complex permittivity spectrum of an aqueous solution (2 mol/L) of
NMA. The shaded areas indicate the three contributions to the dielectric loss: bulk
water, NMA and fast water. Symbols correspond to experimental data and the solid
lines show fits with the dielectric relaxation model (eq. 4.1)

4.4

Addition of salt - Depolarization

In Fig. 4.2 series of dielectric spectra of ternary solutions of NMA + water +
GdmCl, with increasing salt concentration are presented. As indicated by the
solid lines, eq. 4.1 excellently describes the experimental data at all salt concentrations. Another important notion is that increasing salt concentration leads
to a reduction of the static permittivity of the solution and consequently to
a reduction to the total dielectric strength. In general, the magnitude of the
dielectric constant is determined by the equilibrium alignment of the molecular
dipoles along the external field - against thermal motion. Thus, the decrease
of the static permittivity and consequently of the total dielectric strength is
indicative of a reduced ability of the dipoles to align to the external field. This
phenomenon is referred to as “depolarization” and it originates from three possible individual mechanisms of macroscopic and microscopic origins:
• Dilution: Macroscopically, addition of salt to a NMA + water mixture, with
the concentration of NMA fixed, means reduced concentration of water.
This reduction of the water dipoles and substitution with the non-dipolar
ion species is reflected in the dielectric strength of the spectrum. Note that
depolarization due to dilution of water dipoles accounts for all the salts used
in the present study.
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• Ion solvation: [85] Microscopically, depolarization can arise in the case that
an ion binds dipoles in its rigid hydration shell. More specifically, the strong
ion-solvent interactions might induce a partial freezing (irrotational bonding) of the solvent molecules in the vicinity of the ions, which in turn leads
to a cancellation of dipole moments in the solvation shells of the ions. [46]
In turn, these dipoles will not be able to follow the changes of the external
field. Such a mechanism is expected to lead in a drop in the static permittivity and the total dielectric strength. Such a behavior is characteristic for
cations with high surface charge density. More concretely from all the salts
used in this thesis only the ones that consist of the highly surface-charged
Na+ , Li+ and Mg2+ cations show the above mentioned behavior. [46,86,87]
• Kinetic Depolarization (KD):Also microscopically, depolarization can
originate as a result of the coupling between the translational motion of
an ion with the rotational motion of a dipole in the liquid. [85,88] This depolarization mechanism is called kinetic depolarization and was first described
in the work of Hubbard and Onsager. [88] KD can be understood in terms
of distortion of the capacitive admittance of the dielectric medium due to
the existence and motion of an ion. The moving ion develops a counterpolarization as a response to the applied external electric field, which will
affect the rotational motion of all the dipoles in the close vicinity of the moving ion. This reduction of the dielectric strength, due to KD, is predicted
to scale with the mediums conductivity (mobility) and the dipoles relaxation time (size). The amplitude loss due to kinetic depolarization effects is
described by: [88]
s − ∞ τ
·
·κ
(4.2)
SKD = f ·
s
0
The factor f in this equation is the friction coefficient that equals to 1 if
one assumes stick boundary conditions or 2/3 if one assumes slip boundary
conditions.
Additionally to this expression a more detailed interpretation has been proposed by Sega et. al. , taking into account a potential additional contribution
to the KD, due to screening effects at finite salt concentrations. [89]
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Figure 4.2. Complex permittivity spectra for binary mixtures of water and NMA
with increasing concentration of GdmCl. Symbols correspond to experimental data
and the solid lines show fits with the dielectric relaxation model (eq. 4.1).

Chapter 5

Quantification of the
cation-amide interaction
5.1

Introduction

The initial goal and motivation behind this work was to understand the molec+
ular level interactions that make the Gdm+ (C(N H2 )3 ) cation an outlier in
the Hofmeister series and such a potent denaturant. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Gdm+ is, despite its bulky chemical structure and correspondingly
large degree of charge delocalization, one of the most efficient protein denaturing agents, having an even higher denaturation tendency than bivalent cations
like Mg2+ and Ca2+ . This is even more surprising, given that transport properties and association with anions for Gdm+ cations are similar to the Na+
cation. [90,91] These remarkable and peculiar properties, make Gdm+ salts the
most commonly used denaturants in biotechnological processes to reversibly
unfold and re-fold proteins. [92,93]
The anomalous behaviour of Gdm+ , together with its technological relevance
has stimulated much research aimed at elucidating the specific molecular interactions that make Gdm+ such a powerful protein denaturant. [66,70,73,90,91,94]
Despite the extensive research on the mechanism by which Gdm+ denatures
proteins, the complete mechanism remains blurry.
In the present chapter I study and quantify the interaction of the Gdm+ cation
with amide groups, the common structural motif of the proteins backbone and
compare its effect with other representative cations of the Hofmeister series.
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Quantification of the cation-amide interaction

5.3

Samples and experimental procedure

The change in the dynamics of an NMA + water mixture is investigated, keeping
the NMA concentration constant at 2 mol/L with increasing concentration of
chloride (Cl− ) salts of K+ , Na+ , Li+ , Mg2+ and Gdm+ , as representative cations
of the Hofmeister series. The choice of chloride as the counter-ion was based on
the fact that it is considered to be the border between denaturing and stabilizing
agents in the anionic part of the Hofmeister series and thus is not expected to
affect NMA. [13]
Consequently in this study I used: N -Methylacetamide (NMA > 99 % Sigma
Aldrich) and the representative salts of the Hofmeister series KCl (Riedel-de
Haen), NaCl (Sigma Aldrich), MgCl2 hexahydrate (Carl Roth GmbH) and
GdmCl (Sigma Aldrich), as received. The hygroscopic LiCl (Sigma Aldrich)
was dried for two days in vacuo at 80 o C and samples were prepared in a glove
box. All samples were prepared volumetrically, by adding Milli-Q water to the
weighed amount of solutes (salt and/or NMA). Aqueous salt solutions were
prepared at concentrations of 0.15, 0.25, 0.75, 1.25 and 2 mol/L and ternary
samples containing 2 mol/L of NMA at salt concentrations ranging from 0.25
to 2 mol/L at increments of 0.25 mol/L.
Dielectric spectra of the ternary solutions were taken and used at frequencies:
0.8 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 (VNA) and 0.4 ≤ ν/THz ≤ 1.6 (THz-TDS), while the aqueous
salt solutions were measured only at 0.8 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 (VNA).
Finally, dynamic viscosities, η, of selected samples were determined using a
capillary Ubbelohde viscometer (ViskoSystem AVS 370, Schott Instruments,
Germany) and compared to the relaxation times of NMA (Fig. 5.5b).

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Total depolarization

First the magnitude of the total depolarization for the studied samples is considered as the static permittivity, as opposed to other parameters in the fitting
routine does not substantially vary with different models. It is important to
note, that two depolarization mechanisms - the formation of rigid hydration
shells and KD - require the close proximity of the ion to the dipolar solvent, as
the electric field of the ion rapidly decays with distance. For a binary solvent
(i.e. aqueous solution of NMA) the magnitude of the depolarization provides
information on any preferential interaction of the ions with different solvent
components. For our present study it is important to note that the effective
dipole moment of NMA is 2.2 times higher than the one of water. [81,95] As the
dielectric amplitude scales with the squared effective dipole moment, the depolarization is expected to be ∼ 5 times higher if an ion interacts with a NMA
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Figure 5.1. Real and imaginary part of the dielectric function of the aqueous salt
solutions with increasing salt concentration as a function of the frequency of the external field for (a) KCl, (b) NaCl, (c) LiCl, (d) MgCl2 and (e) GdmCl. The solid
lines correspond to fits with the model of eq. 5.1. Note that for visual clarity the
conductivity contribution has been subtracted (last term of eq. 5.1).

molecule compared to the interaction with a water molecule. It is thus informative to compare the depolarization for aqueous solutions of NMA to the
depolarization of aqueous salt solutions. For this comparison only hydration
and KD are relevant as the dilution effect is very similar in both solvents.
More concretely to calculate the total depolarization the relaxation model described by eq. 4.1 to all the ternary samples is fitted, while for the aqueous salt
solutions the equation was reduced to the expression:
ˆ (ν) =

s − ∞
κ
+ ∞ +
2πiν0
1 + (i2πντwater )(1−αCC )

(5.1)

as obvious, this expression contains only one Cole-Cole relaxation corresponding to the bulk water relaxation, since the NMA relaxation is absent and the
frequency range, where the fast relaxation of water appears, in this case is not
covered. In order to have similar weights on all data points across the entire
frequency range most of the conductivity (last term of eqs. 4.1 and 5.1) from
the raw data is subtracted prior to fitting. The fits are presented in Figs. 5.1
and 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Real and imaginary part of the dielectric function as a function of the
applied field frequency for the ternary NMA + water + salt mixtures for (a) KCl, (b)
NaCl, (c) LiCl and (d) MgCl2 . The solid lines correspond to fits with eq. 4.1. Note
that for visual clarity the conductivity contribution has been subtracted (last term of
eq. 4.1).

The total depolarization, shown in Fig. 5.3 was defined as:
Depolarization = s (csalt ) − s (csalt = 0)

(5.2)

Due to the linear scaling of the dominating KD with conductivity, [88] I plot
the measured depolarization versus the sample conductivities (Fig. 5.3) for the
ternary samples (salt + NMA + H2 O; black symbols) together with the depolarization for the corresponding aqueous electrolyte solution (salt + H2 O; red
symbols). For aqueous salt solutions the slopes for K+ (aq) (Fig. 5.2a), and
Gdm+ (aq) (Fig. 5.3e) are quite similar and correspond to what would be expected for KD, in agreement with literature reports. [46,90,96] The small difference
between the slopes of these cations can be attributed to the higher molar volume of Gdm+ compared to K+ . For Na+ (aq), Li+ (aq), Mg2+ (aq) the slopes
are steeper, in line with rigid binding of ∼ 4/ ∼ 4/ ∼ 12 water molecules in the
hydration shell of Na+ /Li+ /Mg2+ , [46,85,86,97] respectively (in addition to KD).
Remarkably, the depolarization for solutions of NMA varies considerably with
varying nature of the cation: while for K+ the depolarization in water and in
NMA(aq) are very similar, substantially higher depolarization is observed for
Gdm+ in NMA(aq) compared to water. A similar difference (indicated by the
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Figure 5.3. Total depolarization for (a) KCl, (b) NaCl, (c) LiCl, (d) MgCl2 and (e)
GdmCl in aqueous (red) and aqueous NMA (2 mol/L) solutions (black), as a function
of the conductivity of each sample. The shaded areas are visual aids to highlight the
difference between solutions in water and NMA(aq).

shaded areas in Fig. 5.2) is observed for Na+ , Li+ and Mg2+ . These observations indicate that for KCl the mechanism of depolarization is similar in water
and in NMA(aq), and suggests that KCl interacts in NMA(aq) predominantly
with water. On the contrary, GdmCl, NaCl, LiCl, and MgCl2 exhibit significant interaction with NMA, which results in a more pronounced depolarization
due to the larger dipole moment of NMA. While the marked depolarization
qualitatively demonstrates the interaction of Gdm+ , Na+ , Li+ and Mg2+ with
NMA, the strong binding of solvent molecules in the hydration shell of Na+ ,
Li+ and Mg2+ does not allow for a quantitative comparison of the interaction
with NMA.

5.3.2

Spectral decomposition

As mentioned in paragraph 4.3 all the dielectric spectra of the ternary solutions
are excellently described by eq. 4.1, considering three dielectric relaxations. As
the extracted amplitudes for all the dipolar species scale with the concentration
of molecular dipoles that are free to rotate, the reduction of SNMA provides information on how many NMA molecules are rotationally hindered by the added
salt. However, as can be seen from the contributions of the three relaxation
processes indicated in Fig. 4.1, the orientational relaxations of water and NMA
closely overlap. Hence, to reduce the number of adjustable parameters, the
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amplitude of the water orientational relaxation is fixed to that expected for an
ideal solution (i.e. a random distribution of NMA and salt and full hydration of
the salt). This can be justified by noting that the concentration of bulk water
is in all cases at least 20 times higher than the concentration of NMA.

5.3.3

Calculation of the ideal water amplitude

The ideal amplitude of the water relaxation was assumed to correspond to
the amplitude of all water molecules in solution, corrected for (ideal) kinetic
depolarization and rigid binding of water in the hydration shell of the ions:
water
water
Swater, exp = SCavell
− fwater · SKD
− Shyd

(5.3)

The relaxation amplitude of water was obtained using the Cavell equation, [32]
water
which relates the molar concentration, cwater , to the relaxation strength, SCavell
:
water
SCavell
=

NA cwater 2
s
·
· µeff, water
s + (1 − s )/3 3kB T 0

(5.4)

where µeff, water is the effective dipole moment of water, calculated from the dielectric spectra of neat water. This equation is derived from eq. 2.64 considering
a spherical cavity of radius aj where the factor Aj becomes equal to 1/3. Here
it is worthwhile to mention that this expression accounts only for depolarization
due to dilution of water molecules as salt is being introduced to the sample.
The contribution of kinetic depolarization, which is based on a continuum estimation of the coupling of the rotation of the water molecules to the translation
of the ions, [88,95,98] was calculated based on the theory of Hubbard and Onsager, [88] by adjusting the equation 4.2 for the case of water, assuming slip
boundary conditions f = 2/3. [46] Thus the equation used was:
water
SKD
=

water
2 SCavell
τwater
·
·
·κ
3
s
0

(5.5)

Note that for the ternary solutions both the relaxation amplitude of water and
of NMA are reduced due to kinetic depolarization.
Since the kinetic depolarization depends on the hydrodynamic volume of the
dipoles and since in the ternary solutions there are two dipolar species, to obtain
the depolarization of water I multiply with the volume fraction fwater of water,
assuming uniform distribution of all molecules in the sample:
fwater =

Vwater
Vwater + VNMA

(5.6)

The volume of water, Vwater , was calculated from its mass and density, [99] while
for the calculation of the VNMA I used the apparent molar volumes of NMA in
water. [100]
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In the cases of Na+ , Li+ and Mg2+ an additional depolarization term (Shyd )
was subtracted, which accounts for irrotational binding of water molecules in
the hydration shells of these cations. [86,87,97] To obtain the values of Shyd all
the experimental spectra of the aqueous salt solutions are fitted with eq. 5.1 to
meas
obtain values for the Swater
= s − ∞ . Comparison of these values with the
values of water amplitude when accounting only for KD, showed as expected
exp
meas
that for these cations Swater
> Swater
, since there is an additional depolarization
due to direct binding of water dipoles in the hydration shell of the cations. This
exp
meas
. Assuming that the hydration of
amplitude then will be: Shyd = Swater
− Swater
the ions is similar both in the aqueous salt solution and the ternary solutions,
these values can be extrapolated to account for the loss of amplitude, due to
water binding. Note that for both K+ and Gdm+ the Shyd was calculated and
was found ∼ 0, in line with earlier reports on aqueous salt solutions. [90,96]

5.3.4

Fitting parameters

The parameters extracted from fitting the constrained eq. 4.1 are shown in the
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. While the relaxation time of the fast water mode (τfast ) is
somewhat decreasing upon addition of salt, its amplitude remains fairly constant. Note that the exact molecular origin of this relaxation is poorly understood, thus I refrain from further discussion in the present chapter, as it is
discussed in detail in the last chapter of the present work (chapter 10). The
orientational relaxation time of NMA (τNMA ) increases with increasing concentration (Fig. 5.5b). This is in line with a diffusive rotation of NMA as the
increase correlates with an increase of the viscosity of the solutions (Fig. 5.5b).
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Assuming the effective dipole moment of NMA to be constant upon addition
of salt, the concentration of free NMA molecules, cNMA, free , is obtained from
SNMA , by solving eq. 5.4 for cNMA, free . [32] Fig. 5.6 shows the thus obtained values
of cNMA, free . In agreement with the qualitative conclusions from Fig. 5.3, these
results indicate that K+ does not affect NMA. Contrarily, increasing concentration of Gdm+ , Na+ , Li+ and Mg2+ leads to a reduction of the concentration of
rotationally-free NMA molecules. Interestingly, Li+ and Mg2+ strongly affect
NMA, while for Na+ and Gdm+ the reduction of cNMA,free is less pronounced.

5.3.5

Association equilibria

To further quantify the interaction of the different cations with NMA an association equilibrium of n NMA molecules with a cation M + is assumed:
M + + nN M A

nN M A · M +

The corresponding equilibrium constant, K, is accordingly defined as:
cnNMA·M +
K=
(cNMA,free )n · cM +

(5.7)

(5.8)

With mass conservation (cNMA·M+ + cM + = csalt ; n · cNMA·M+ + cNMA, free =
2 mol/L) as additional boundary condition, such fits excellently describe the
extracted values of cNMA, free . (solid lines in Fig. 5.6).
Interestingly, leaving the number of NMA molecules interacting with a cation
as a free parameter, I obtain nGdmCl = (2.4 ± 0.4), nNaCl = (16 ± 15) (the featureless nearly linear decrease in cNMA, free , upon addition of NaCl does not
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Figure 5.6. Concentration of free NMA molecules as a function of salt concentration. The solid lines correspond to fits using eq. 5.8 with n = 2, while the dotted lines
show the corresponding fits assuming n = 1. The dashed line shows literature results
obtained using vibrational spectroscopy. [13] Error bars correspond to the standard
deviation within at least 6 independent measurements.

allow for determination of nNaCl independent of K), nLiCl = (2.8 ± 0.4), and
nMgCl2 = (2.6 ± 0.7). On the other hand a 1:1 association (n = 1) gives a significantly worse description of the data (dotted lines in Fig. 5.6). Thus, the results
indicate that Gdm+ , Na+ , Li+ and Mg2+ interact with up to ∼ 2 amide groups.
The corresponding association constants K for n = 2 amount to 0.13 L2 /mol2
(Mg2+ ), 0.13 L2 /mol2 (Li+ ), 0.04 L2 /mol2 (Na+ ) and 0.06 L2 /mol2 (Gdm+ ).

5.4

Discussion

From the results it becomes obvious that protein denaturing cations exhibit
significant interaction with the amide group, consistent with the notion that
their denaturation activity is strongly related to direct interactions with the
amide backbone of proteins. This conclusion is in qualitative agreement with
vibrational spectroscopy experiments, which indicate strong binding of Li+ and
Mg2+ to the amide group, while no interaction is observed for K+ (and Na+ ). [13]
Compared to the present results, the interaction of Na+ , Li+ and Mg2+ was
concluded to be significantly weaker using vibrational spectroscopy, [13] (dashed
lines in Fig. 5.6). This discrepancy can be rationalized by considering that, for
the interaction to be visible in the vibrational spectra, the interaction between
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a cation and the amide group has to be sufficiently strong to result in a shift
of the amide vibration, which requires the ion to exert high local fields on
the amide group. [101,102] As the electric field of the ion rapidly decays with
distance such spectral shifts are very sensitive to the valence of the ion, the
distance to the amide group and therefore also to the ions hydration shell.
Dielectric spectroscopy can probe much weaker interactions, as the reduction
of the mobility of a NMA molecule can be solely caused by the proximity of a
translating ion to an NMA molecule (KD). As mentioned above, KD dominates
for solutions of KCl, NaCl and GdmCl. Thus, our results show that, even
though a negligible fraction of cations strongly bind to the amide group, [13]
there is substantial weak interaction with transiently formed contacts between
Gdm+ ,Na+ , Li+ , Mg2+ and NMA.
The association of Gdm+ with NMA of the present study is also in broad concordance with protein denaturation studies using Triplet-Triplet energy transfer
experiments, where a value of K = 0.6 L/mol was found for the association of
Gdm+ with a single peptide binding site. [73] The corresponding 1:1 association
constant of the present work amounts to K = 0.22 L/mol (n = 1 in eq. 5.8, purple dotted line in Fig. 5.6). This comparison suggests that the Gdm+ -amide
interaction largely explains the denaturation behaviour of the Gdm+ cation.
Our results however also indicate that the interaction of Li+ and Mg2+ with
NMA is even stronger, despite their lower denaturation tendency (compared
to Gdm+ ). Thus the interaction of Gdm+ with other protein sites may result
in even higher denaturation activity, with interaction of the positively charged
Gdm+ with negative proteins residues being the most likely candidate. However, the interaction of Gdm+ with carboxylates is expected to be weak as even
association of Gdm+ with the bivalent carbonate anion is weak and comparable
to Na+ . [90,91] Thus, specific interaction with carboxylates seem unlikely, in line
with the binding of Gdm+ to proteins scaling with available protein surface. [73]
Despite the compelling evidence for denaturation originating from cation-amide
binding, the results indicate that the strength of the interaction is apparently
not the sole criterion that determines the denaturation efficiency, but denaturation is also a result of the competition between the binding strength, configurational freedom of the interaction, and binding kinetics. [62] The entropically
driven protein denaturation due to Gdm+ [103] is thus consistent with the intermediate binding and thus conformationally flexible interaction of Gdm+ . Such
transient interactions are also supported by recent NMR experiments, which indicate that Gdm+ -amide H-bonds are too short to affect proton exchange at the
amide. [104] Interestingly, it is found that Gdm+ , Na+ , Li+ and Mg2+ interact
with up to ∼ 2-3 amide groups. This finding may be the key to understand the
molecular mechanism of the protein denaturation by cations, as thus the cations
can efficiently penetrate into the backbone with simultaneous binding to two
amide moieties and rupture the protein structure. The intermediate binding
strength and thus flexible interaction of Gdm+ with amides thereby potentially
facilitates efficient disruption of protein structures.
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Conclusions

In summary, I report on rotational mobility of N -Methylacetamide in aqueous
solution in the presence of the Gdm+ cation and compare the mobility of NMA
co-solvated with other representative cations of the Hofmeister series. I find
that K+ has virtually no effect on the rotational mobility of NMA, while addition of Gdm+ , Na+ , Li+ and Mg2+ results in a significant reduction of the
rotational freedom of NMA. The obtained results indicate that each strongly interacting cation can interact with up to ∼ 2 amides, which is the likely origin of
the effective disruption of protein structures. Quantitative analysis reveals high
affinities of Li+ and Mg2+ to the amide group, while the association of Gdm+
with NMA is ∼ 2 times lower and comparable to Na+ . Therefore, the present
results indicate that Gdm+ interacts with the amide, consistent with denaturation via interaction with the protein backbone. However, the Gdm+ -amide
interaction is relatively weak (compared to Li+ and Mg2+ ) and of transient
nature, in line with the entropically driven denaturation.

Chapter 6

Anion-Amide Interaction Comparison with Cations
6.1

Introduction

In this chapter I move a step forward in the investigation of the ion-amide
interaction focusing on the effect of the anions to the rotational mobility of
N -Methylacetamide. To make these results comparable with the results obtained for the cations, the same experimental steps are followed. More concretely the rotational dynamics of NMA + water mixtures are probed, with the
NMA concentration kept constant at 2 mol/L, in the presence of increasing concentration of potassium salts of Cl− , NO3 − , Br− , I− and SCN− . The choice of
potassium (K+ ) as the cationic counter-anion was made in order to avoid any
cationic effect on the rotational mobility of NMA.

6.2

Samples and experimental procedure

For the sample preparation N -Methylacetamide (NMA > 99 % Sigma Aldrich)
and the representative salts of the Hofmeister series were used as received KCl
(Sigma Aldrich), KNO3 (Sigma Aldrich), KBr (Carl Roth GdmH), KI (Sigma
Aldrich) and KSCN (Sigma Aldrich). All samples were prepared volumetrically
using volumetric flasks. Weighted amounts of the solid components (salt and/or
NMA) were added to volumetric flasks in a glove box, to avoid uptake of moisture and subsequently filled with the appropriate amount of Milli-Q water. For
all aqueous salt solutions samples at concentrations of 0.15, 0.25, 0.75, 1.25,
2 mol/L were prepared. For the ternary samples the salt concentration was
increased from 0.25 to 2 mol/L at increments of 0.25 mol/L. Note that due to
the limited solubility of KNO3 the maximum salt concentration was for KNO3
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1.5 mol/L.
The complex permittivity spectra of the ternary solutions were taken at three
frequency regions: 0.8 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 (VNA), 56 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 125 (VNA) and
0.4 ≤ ν/THz ≤ 1.6 (THz-TDS). For the aqueous salt solutions only spectra at
frequencies 0.8 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 and 56 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 125 were taken and analyzed.
The raw dielectric spectra of all the samples for all concentrations used for both
aqueous salt solutions and ternary solutions are shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. As
obvious from these figures and in-line with what was noticed in chapter 5 for the
cations, increasing the salt concentration leads to an increasing depolarization
in both the cases of binary and ternary solutions. The quantification of this ionspecific depolarization will provide insight into the mechanism by which each
anion interacts with amide groups.
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Figure 6.1. Dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss spectra for aqueous solutions
of (a) KCl, (b) KNO3 , (c) KBr, (d) KI and (e) KSCN. The solid lines correspond to
fits with eq. 5.1. The contribution of the conductivity to the dielectric loss (last term
of eq. 5.1) has been subtracted for visual clarity.

6.3
6.3.1

Results
Total depolarization

For extracting the values of the total depolarization as a function of conductivity the procedure that was described in the paragraph 5.2 is followed. In Fig. 6.3
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Figure 6.2. Dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss spectra for the ternary
NMA + water + salt mixtures for (a) KCl, (b) KNO3 , (c) KBr and (d) KI and (e)
KSCN. The solid lines correspond to fits with eq. 4.1. Note that for visual clarity the
conductivity contribution (last term of eq. 4.1) has been subtracted.

the depolarization as a function of κ for the studied salts of the Hofmeister series
is present both in aqueous solution (red symbols) and for solutions containing
2 mol/L NMA (black symbols). The slopes shown in Fig. 6.3a, c and d for
the salt/H2 O solutions are nearly independent of the nature of the salt, which
indicates that the observed depolarization can be qualitatively accounted for
by solely dilution and KD as underlying depolarization mechanism (Fig. 6.4a).
This observation is in agreement with earlier studies of aqueous solutions of these
ions. [82,96] On the other hand in Fig. 6.3b and e and Fig. 6.4a it is demonstrated
that KNO3 and KSCN show a somewhat less steeply decreasing depolarization
which originates from ion-pairing and non-centrosymmetry, respectively (for details see 6.3.2). In contrast to the binary salt/H2 O samples, the slope of the
depolarization vs κ strongly depends on the nature of the anion for the ternary
solutions (NMA/salt/H2 O): While for ions with weak protein denaturation tendency like KCl and KNO3 the data in Fig. 6.3 for the aqueous solution and for
the 2 mol/L NMA solution virtually overlap, the depolarization for the 2 mol/L
NMA solutions increasingly deviates from the aqueous case when denaturants
like KI and KSCN are added. For the strongest denaturant of the present study,
KSCN, depolarization is enhanced by ∼ 30% for the NMA/KSCN/H2 O solution compared to the KSCN/H2 O samples. As elaborated before, this enhanced
depolarization can be assigned to preferential interaction of the salt with NMA.
Hence, our results are indicative of enhanced proximity of Br− , I− , and SCN−
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to NMA, in accordance with direct interaction of denaturing anions with amide
groups.
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Figure 6.3. Total depolarization, ∆, for (a) KCl, (b) KNO3 , (c) KBr, (d) KI and (e)
KSCN in aqueous (red) and aqueous NMA (2 mol/L) solutions (black), as a function
of conductivity, κ. The shaded areas are visual aids to highlight the difference between
solutions in water and NMA(aq).

6.3.2

Spectral decomposition

Moving exactly in the same lines as in the case of the cations all the experimental data are fitted with eq. 4.1. As obvious in Fig. 6.2 the reduction of the
overall dielectric strength in the spectra upon salt addition can be perfectly
described by this model. To constrain the description by reducing the number
of adjustable parameters, as before, I fix the water relaxation amplitude to that
of an ideal solution.

Calculation of the Ideal Water Amplitude
Despite the similar data interpretation between the present and the previous
chapter, for the calculation of the ideal water amplitude there are some significant differences, originating from the nature of the salts used. More concretely
the ideal water amplitude will now be given by the equation :
water
water
Swater, exp = SCavell
− fwater · SKD
+ Sres

(6.1)
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The first three terms of this equation are obtained exactly in the same way as
for the cations; using eqs. 5.4, 5.6 and 5.5 respectively. [32,88]
The last term in eq. 6.1 (Sres ) has completely different origins than the Shyd
in eq. 5.3. More concretely it refers to residual amplitudes found specifically
for KNO3 and KSCN, while for all the other samples was found to be zero. To
quantify this residual amplitude I base the analysis on the aqueous salt solutions.
More specifically the experimental data of all the aqueous salt solutions are
meas
fitted with equation 5.1 to obtain the Swater
= s − ∞ value. Then by using the
expression of the Cavell equation and the KD the expected water amplitude is
exp
meas
).
calculated (Swater
) and compared to the measures amplitude (Swater
exp
As one might expect from the weak hydration of K+ , Cl− , Br− , and I− Swater
≈
[12,105]
meas
For KNO3 and KSCN though, it
Swater is found for KCl, KBr and KI.
exp
meas
with an increasing difference with increasing salt
is found that Swater
< Swater
concentration. These results are depicted in Fig. 6.4a.
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Figure 6.4. (a) Amplitude of the water relaxation of the aqueous salt solutions,
Swater , as extracted from fitting eq. 4.1 to the experimental spectra (closed symbols)
and the calculated (Swater, exp , solid lines). Note that for KNO3 (aq) (red symbols)
and for KSCN (purple symbols) the difference between the measured and the expected
amplitude is increasing with increasing salt concentration, which is indicative of ionpair formation and contributions due to the rotation of the dipolar SCN− , respectively.
(b) Relaxation times of the water relaxation with increasing salt concentration as
extracted from fitting eq. 4.1 to the experimental spectra.

Origins of the residual amplitude
For the KNO3 solutions this residual amplitude is consistent with an additional
relaxation mode due to the rotation of dipolar contact ion-pairs. [106] Taking the
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dipole moment of a KNO3 contact ion-pair to µeff, IP = 19.2 D (based on the
hydrodynamic radii of K+ and NO3 − [107] ) the concentration of ion-pairs from
the measured excess amplitude (eq. 5.3) can be extracted. This estimation suggests that ∼ 5 % of the dissolved KNO3 form contact ion-pairs in solution, which
is in broad accordance with earlier reports that find 3 % ion-pair formation. [106]
In fact, for aqueous solutions of KNO3 a separate relaxation process for the rotational relaxation of the ion-pairs can be resolved in the experimental spectra.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.5, the spectra can be modelled using a weak ion-pair
relaxation centred at ∼ 1 GHz with a relaxation amplitude SIP < 5. In the
present study I focus on the comparison of the binary solutions to the ternary
solutions. As for the ternary solutions the presence of the somewhat slower
NMA relaxation prevents reliable separation of the ion-pair contribution and I
thus refrain from modelling the ion-pair relaxation with a separate relaxation
mode. Since the static permittivity of water and NMA(aq) are very similar, and
thus charge screening is similar, the degree of ion-pair formation is expected to
be very similar in both solvents. Hence, I account for the enhanced sample
polarization due to ion-pairing by correcting for the same ion-pair amplitude
(excess amplitude) in NMA(aq) as observed in the aqueous salt solutions (see
below). For KSCN a similar excess amplitude is observed, though considerably
lower and of different molecular origin. For the non-centrosymmetric SCN− it
is conceivable that the rotation of the anion contributes to the dielectric spectrum. As this contribution (Sres < 3) is expected to be the same in the binary
and in the ternary samples, all samples are corrected for this contribution.
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Figure 6.5. Real and imaginary part of the dielectric function for an aqueous solutions of KNO3 (0.75 mol/L). Solid lines correspond to fits with eq. 5.1 and an additional
Debye relaxation process to describe the ion-pair relaxation. The shaded areas show
the contribution of individual relaxation processes to the dielectric loss: Ion-pairs (IP,
green shaded area) and bulk water (blue shaded area).
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Fitting parameters

From fits of the constrained eq. 4.1 to the spectra in Fig. 6.2 becomes obvious
that the fast water relaxation mode is little affected by the addition of the salt
(see Figs. 6.6 & 6.7) and only Sfast increases slightly with increasing csalt . As
mentioned in the previous chapter the origins of this mode are discussed in
detail in the final chapter of the present work (chapter 10) and thus I differ
from further commenting. In line with what has been found for binary aqueous electrolytes, [82] τwater broadens (Fig. 6.8)and decreases with increasing csalt
(Fig. 6.7), which indicates an on average broader distribution and weakening
of the hydrogen-bonds [82,108] of water or analogously a reduced collectivity of
the water rotation. [109] Conversely, τNMA increases with increasing csalt , which
is in accordance with increasing sample viscosity and thus hydrodynamically
controlled rotational motion of NMA molecules. [64,65,81]
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More importantly, the obtained values of SNMA can be directly related (using
eq. 5.4 for NMA) to the apparent concentration of NMA, i.e. the molecules that
are not affected by the salt, cNMA, free . As can be seen from its values in Fig. 6.9,
the rotational mobility of NMA is virtually unaffected by the addition of KCl
and KNO3 . In contrast, KSCN, KI, and KBr markedly reduce cNMA, free , which
is in line with the qualitative conclusions from Fig. 6.3. The observed reduction
of cNMA, free may stem from both reduced mobility of individual NMA molecules
and reduced interaction between NMA molecules. [109]
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Figure 6.6. (a) Relaxation amplitude of the water relaxation as calculated using
eq. 5.3 as a function of salt concentration. (b) Relaxation amplitude of the NMA
relaxation, SNMA (b), and the fast water relaxation mode, Sfast (c), as obtained by fitting eq. 4.1 to the dielectric spectra of the ternary samples. The error bars correspond
to the standard deviation within six independent measurements.
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Figure 6.7. Relaxation times of the water relaxation, τwater (a), of the NMA relaxation, τNMA (b), and of the fast water mode, τfast (c), as obtained from fitting eq. 4.1
to the experimental data. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation within
six independent measurements.
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of the main water relaxation. Panel (a) shows the values obtained for aqueous
salt solutions (salt/H2 O) and panel (b) displays the results for the ternary samples
(NMA/salt/H2 O).
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Association equilibria

Following the previous chapter’s data interpretation this interaction is quantified
assuming an association equilibrium of n NMA molecules, interacting with an
anion A− :
A− + nN M A
nN M A · A−
(6.2)
With the corresponding equilibrium constant defined as:
K=

cnNMA·A−
(cNMA,free )n · cA−

(6.3)

As can be seen from the solid lines in Fig. 6.9 such association equilibria excellently describe the observed decrease of cNMA, free with csalt assuming binding of
up to two NMA molecules (n = 2 in eq. 6.3), while n = 1 gives a worse description
of the data.
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Figure 6.9. Concentration of free NMA molecules as a function of salt concentration.
The solid lines correspond to fits assuming association of an anion with up to two NMA
molecules (n = 2 in eq. 6.3). For comparison fits assuming n = 1 are shown as dotted
lines. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation within at least 6 independent
measurements.

6.4

Discussion

The thus obtained association constants for n = 2 are in line with what one
DRS
DRS
would expect from the Hofmeister series: KKBr
= 0.02 L2 mol−2 , KKI
= 0.05 L2 mol−2
DRS
2
−2
and KKSCN = 0.07 L mol . For the anions with high denaturation efficiency,
as SCN− and I− , the extracted values of K assuming n = 1 (following chapter
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DRS
DRS
5) in eq. 6.3 (KKSCN
= 0.25 Lmol−1 and KKI
= 0.20 Lmol−1 ), are lower than
sol
−1
those reported using the solubility of amide rich polymers (KSCN
− = 4 Lmol
−1 [75]
and KIsol
)
or the NMR chemical shift of the amide protons
− = 1.5 Lmol
NMR
−1
(KSCN− = 14 Lmol and KINMR
=3.8 Lmol−1 ). [75] This spread in inferred in−
teraction strength highlights the technique dependence of the precise values for
the inferred association constants.

The equal sensitivity of the rotational mobility of NMA to interaction with
anions and cations allows for a quantitative comparison of the present results
to our earlier results on Hofmeister cations, shown in chapter 5. [64,65] This
comparison shows that the anion-amide interaction is weaker than cation-amide
binding: As can be seen from the dotted lines in Fig. 6.9 showing cNMA, free for
varying concentration of NaCl and LiCl, the strongly denaturing Li+ cation has
an even larger effect on the mobility of NMA, than SCN− . As shown in Fig. 6.10,
our results indicate that when comparing monovalent anions and cations located
at the very extreme positions in the Hofmeister series, cations can reduce the
DRS
=0.07 L2 mol−2
rotational mobility about twice more than anions (cf. KKSCN
DRS
2
−2 [65]
and KLiCl = 0.13 L mol
for n = 2).
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Figure 6.10. Graphic histogram, where the values of the association constants obtained by fitting eqs. 5.8 (cations) and 6.3 (anions) are compared for all the individual
ions, assuming a 1 : 2 ion-amide association.

The stronger interaction of cations with the NMA C=O group than that of
the anion with the N-H group, is in accordance with results from molecular
dynamics simulations. [68,74,80,110] Given that the intramolecular amide-amide
N-H · · · O=C hydrogen-bond between these two groups is a key binding motif
that stabilizes the secondary structure of proteins, one might expect from the
ion-amide interaction strengths that cations more strongly destabilize proteins
than anions. Yet, anions are overall appreciably more efficient in disrupting
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the structure of proteins. [60] This apparent contradiction indicates that the
interaction of ions with protein amide moieties, causing a weakening of the
amide-amide bonds, is not the sole cause of ion-induced protein destabilization.
Specifically for the anions, additional sites of interaction are the side-chains of
the amino-acids, which are important for determining the protein structure.
The destabilizing effect of anions on hydrophobic interactions [111] may explain
the disproportionally large effect of anions on protein stability. The observation
reported here that the anion-amide interaction strength follows the Hofmeister
series, indicates that direct ion-amide interactions are also relevant for protein
stability, in particular for stabilization of the unfolded (random-coil) protein in
solution with its amide groups exposed to the salt solution.

6.5

Conclusions

To summarize, in the present chapter I report on the changes induced in the
rotational freedom of N -Methylacetamide, by the presence of potassium salts
of representative anions of the Hofmeister series in an aqueous solution and
compare these findings with similar results obtained for the cations. It is shown
that the anion-amide interaction follows a direct Hofmeister effect and that the
anions, as found for cations, are able to interact with up-to-two amide moieties
simultaneously. This effect though is not as pronounced as it was found for
the cations. By comparing the ion-amide association of the anions versus the
one of the cations I find that the cations show a considerably stronger affinity.
Considering that the anions tend to destabilize proteins more efficiently than
the cations, I reach to the conclusion that the amide rich backbone of the protein
is not the only binding site by which the anions, disrupt the proteins tertiary
structure and show such a remarkable denaturation strength.

Chapter 7

Specific Ion Effects or
specific Salt Effects?
7.1

Introduction

As it was already shown in the first chapter of the present work, the overall
Hofmeister effect is often separated into individual contributions from the anion
and the cation, as anionic and cationic Hofmeister series, though it has remained
unclear whether the specific ion effects can be attributed to the properties of
individual ions or are characteristic to a salt, i.e. an anion-cation pair. In the
present chapter I take advantage of the previous results, shown in chapters 5
and 6, reporting on the interaction of NMA with individual anions and cations
and using the sensitivity of NMA to both ions I address the question if the
interaction of the anion and the cation with NMA is additive. To achieve this
I explore the effect of salts, for which both the anion and the cation tend to
denature proteins, on the rotational mobility of NMA. Comparison to the earlier
results allows determining whether Hofmeister effects are specific ion effects or
specific salt effects.

7.2

Samples and experimental procedure

N -Methylacetamide (NMA > 99 % Sigma Aldrich) and the representative salts
of the Hofmeister series, namely: NaBr (Sigma Aldrich), NaI (Sigma Aldrich),
GdmI (Sigma Aldrich), GdmSCN (Sigma Aldrich), M gI2 (Fischer GmbH),
GdmCl (Sigma Aldrich), NaCl (Sigma Adrich) and KI (Sigma Aldrich) were
used as received. Three different series of solutions were prepared: (a) aqueous
salt solutions of NaBr, NaI, GdmI, GdmSCN and MgI2 at csalt = 0.15, 0.25, 0.75,
1.25 and 2 mol/L, (b ) ternary solutions of NMA (2 mol/L) + water + salt with
79
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increasing salt concentrations from 0.25 to 2 mol/L at increments of 0.25 mol/L
and (c) quaternary solutions with mixtures of NaCl + KI and GdmCl + KI at
total salt concentration of csalt = 1.5 mol/L in aqueous NMA (cNMA = 2 mol/L).
The composition of the salt was varied from neat NaCl/GdmCl to neat KI with
the ratios cNaCl / cKI and cGdmCl / cKI at 90/10, 83.3/16.6, 66.6/33.3, 50/50,
33.3/66.6 16.6/83.3 and 10/90. The raw spectra obtained and analyzed for the
quaternary samples are presented in the end of this chapter (Fig. 7.10).
To avoid uptake of moisture all samples were prepared initially in a glove box,
adding weighted amounts of the solid components (salt and/or NMA) into volumetric flasks. Subsequently, I added the appropriate of Milli-Q water.

Permittivity, Loss

Complex permittivity spectra of the ternary and quaternary solutions were
taken at frequencies: 0.8 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 (VNA), 56 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 125 (VNA) and
0.4 ≤ ν/THz ≤ 1.6 (THz-TDS). The aqueous salt solutions were measured only
at frequencies: 0.8 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 and 56 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 125. In Figs. 7.1 and 7.2
the spectra of the binary and ternary solutions, respectively are shown. As
one might expect from chapters 5 and 6 in all the cases there is an increasing
depolarization tendency with increasing salt concentration, which seems, at the
first glance more pronounced for the highly denaturing MgI2 salt in both cases.
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Figure 7.1. Dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss spectra of aqueous solutions
with increasing of (a) NaBr, (b) NaI, (c) MgI2 , (d) GdmI and (e) GdmSCN. The solid
line corresponds to fits of eq. 5.1. For visual clarity the conductivity contribution has
been subtracted (last term of eq. 4.1).
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Figure 7.2. Dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss spectra for ternary mixtures of
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solution). The solid lines correspond to fits with eq. 4.1 to the data (symbols). For
visual clarity the conductivity contribution has been subtracted (last term of eq. 4.1).

7.3
7.3.1

Results
Spectral decomposition

In accordance to the analysis in the previous chapters, the water amplitude is
fixed to what would have been expected for an ideal solution and then fitted
to all the experimental data with the constrained version of eq. 4.1. For all
the samples containing salts with cations that are strongly hydrated (namely
NaBr, NaI and MgI2 ) for fixing the water amplitude eq. 5.3 was used. For
obtaining the values of Shyd I use, as mentioned before, the results of the fitting
of the experimental data of the analogous aqueous salt solutions with eq. 5.1. As
obvious from Figs. 7.3a, b and c all these solutions are showing a lower measured
meas
water amplitude (Swater
) than what is expected accounting for depolarization
exp
due to only dilution and kinetic depolarization (Swater
). On the other hand, inline with what was mentioned in chapter 6, the aqueous samples of GdmSCN
exp
meas
exhibit a residual amplitude (Swater
< Swater
), due to the additional relaxation
−
of the non-centrosymmetric SCN cation (Fig. 7.3e). Thus, to correct for this
contribution, for the calculation of the ideal water amplitude in the GdmSCN
exp
meas
ternary solution eq. 6.1 is used. Finally, for GdmI Swater
≈ Swater
is found,
+
−
since neither Gdm nor I are binding water molecules in their hydration shell
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(Fig. 7.3d).
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Figure 7.3. (a) Values of Swater obtained by fitting eq. 5.1 to the spectra of the
aqueous salt solutions (symbols). The lines correspond to what would be expected
water
water
). The difference
− SKD
based on only dilution and kinetic depolarization (SCavell
water
water
between Swater and SCavell − SKD corresponds to Shyd (or Sres ) (b) relaxation time,
τwater and (c) conductivity,κ , obtained by fitting eq. 5.1 to the spectra of aqueous salt
solutions.

The fits with the constrained eq. 4.1 are presented as solid lines in Fig. 7.2 and
describe the experimental data very well.
The results of the fitting with the restricted eq. 4.1 are presented in Figs. 7.4,
7.5 and 7.6. The parameters describing the fast water relaxation and the relaxation time of water vary with salt concentration as reported previously: τwater
decreases with increasing salt concentration (Fig. 7.5a) a common observation
for aqueous electrolytes, [12,64,65,82] while the relaxation time of the fast water
mode is largely unaffected by addition of salt (Fig. 7.5c). The amplitude of the
fast water mode somewhat increases with increasing csalt as seen in Fig. 7.4c.
This increase in Sfast is a common observation upon addition of salt and can
be related to an increasing angular mobility of water in the hydration shells
of ions. [12,64,65] More relevant to the ion-specific effects are the parameters of
the NMA relaxation. As can be seen from Fig. 7.7a and b, the contribution
of NMA to the dielectric loss (the imaginary part of the first term of eq. 4.1)
strongly depends on the nature of the added salt: Both the amplitude and the
position vary with varying salt. The somewhat different center positions (i.e.
values of τNMA ) of the peaks have been shown in chapter 5 to correlate with
the solution viscosity, [64] consistent with the relaxation of NMA due to diffusive
rotation of dipolar NMA molecules. Additionally, a very pronounced variation
of the relaxation amplitude (peak intensity) of the NMA relaxation (Fig. 7.7a
and b) is observed when changing the chemical identity of the salt. Comparing
this relaxation strength for variation of an individual cation/anion with keeping the counter-ion (anion/cation) the same, the observed variation follows the
Hofmeister series: for instance the NMA relaxation amplitude is lower for NaI
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compared to NaCl or KI (Fig. 7.7a). Interestingly, the relaxation amplitude for
GdmCl and GdmI are similar (Fig. 7.7b), though I− tends to destabilize proteins in contrast to Cl− , which gives a first indication of non-additivity of the
individual ion-properties.
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fast water relaxation, Sfast , as obtained from fitting the constrained eq. 4.1 to the
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Figure 7.5. (a) The relaxation time of water,τwater , (b) The relaxation time of NMA,
τNMA and (c) The relaxation time of the fast water mode, τfast , as obtained from fitting
the constrained eq. 4.1 to the experimental spectra for the ternary samples. The error
bars correspond to the standard deviation within six independent measurements.

Following the data analysis route described in chapters 5 and 6, to quantify the
reduction of the rotational mobility due to the different salts, the relaxation
strength of NMA (SNMA ) is related to the concentration of free NMA the
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molar concentration of NMA that is not affected by the salt, cNMA, free . To
do so I use eq. 5.4 solved for cNMA , by assuming the effective dipole moment
of NMA to be constant. In turn, (2 mol/L - cNMA, free ), is a measure for the
effective concentration of NMA molecules that are rotationally hindered. The
thus obtained values of (2 mol/L - cNMA, free ), are displayed in Fig. 7.8 for the
investigated salts. In general, for all studied salts the number of affected NMA
molecules is increasing with increasing salt concentration, with MgI2 showing
the largest effect. The trends follow the Hofmeister series and - in line with what
was found in chapters 5 and 6 - variation of the cation has a more pronounced
effect on cNMA, free than substitution of the anion.

7.3.2

Testing additivity

To explore whether the effects of the studied salts on cNMA, free can be explained
by the additive effect of the anion and of the cation, the present values of
(2 mol/L - cNMA, free ) are compared to the value that would be expected from
the cation and the anion individually (as measured in chapter 5 and 6). As
can be seen from Fig. 7.8a-c the values of (2 mol/L - cNMA, free ) observed for
NaBr, NaI, and MgI2 agree within the experimental uncertainty well with the
sum of the affected NMA concentration of the corresponding K+ and Cl− salt:
Within the error bars the red symbols and the black solid lines in Fig. 7.8a-c
coincide. Hence, the results suggest that the observed reduction of the rotational
mobility of NMA is the average, additive effect of both the anion and the cation.
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This notion however does not hold for the salts containing the Gdm+ cation:
In Figs. 7.8d/e the same comparison for GdmI/GdmSCN is shown, where the
observed reduction of the rotational mobility of NMA is lower than the sum
of GdmCl and KI/KSCN, respectively. Hence, the results provide evidence for
non-additivity of the cationic and anionic effect of NMA for guanidinium salts.

7.3.3

Further investigation of the lack of additivity for
Gdm+ Salts

To provide further evidence for the non-additivity for Gdm+ salts, two additional series of experiments at csalt = 1.5 mol/L are performed. In one series
the molar ratio of the salt is varied from neat NaCl to neat KI. In line with
the additivity of the individual effects of Na+ and I− described above, I find
that (2 mol/L - cNMA, free ) varies linearly with the salt composition (Fig. 7.9a).
Conversely, when varying the molar ratio of the salt from neat GdmCl to neat
KI, the variation of (2 mol/L - cNMA, free ) cannot be described well by a linear relation (dashed blue line in Fig. 7.9b). Rather, the results indicate that
the number of affected NMA molecules shows a minimum for the equimolar
GdmCl/KI mixture: In the presence of 0.75 mol/L GdmCl and 0.75 mol/L KI
the number of NMA molecules with reduced rotational mobility is lower than for
solutions containing 1.5 mol/L GdmCl or 1.5 mol/L KI. This non-linear behavior for GdmCl/KI mixtures thus further supports the notion that the effect of
GdmI cannot be described by the independent interaction of the Gdm+ cation

(2 - CNMA, free)/mol∙L-1
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our earlier results using the corresponding Cl− and K+ salts of the corresponding
ions. [12,64,65] The errors for this estimation, shown as vertical bars, are based on additive error propagation.

and the I− anion with NMA.

7.4

Discussion

Thus the presented results suggest that the additivity of the ion-amide interaction depends on the identity of the ions. For the simple spherical cations
K+ , Na+ , and Mg2+ and the corresponding spherical halide anions Cl− , Br− ,
and I− the results suggest that their ability to reduce the rotational mobility
of NMA can be explained from the sum of the individual interaction of the
anion and the cation with NMA. Hence, the cation and the anion interact (on
average) independently with the amide and despite the long-range electrostatic
interactions there is no need to invoke any cooperativity. In contrast, the experiments provide evidence that such additivity does not hold for salts containing
the guanidinium cation. For the guanidinium salts GdmI and GdmSCN less
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NMA molecules are found to be affected in their rotational mobility than what
would be expected based on the individual effect of Gdm+ and the anions I−
or SCN− . It may be significant that the minimum in Fig. 7.9b is located close
to the equimolar composition, which points towards a competitive interaction
for Gdm+ and I− .
In general there are two plausible explanations for such competitive interaction:
(i) The Gdm+ cation binds preferentially to the I− or SCN− anion and thus the
cation-anion interaction is competing with the ion-NMA interaction. However,
such a scenario appears unlikely, since the tendency of Gdm+ to associate with
anions in solution (i.e. to form ion-pairs) is rather low and comparable to the
ion-pair association of the corresponding sodium salts. [90,91] Additionally, the
dielectric spectra of the aqueous solutions of GdmI and GdmSCN (see Fig. 7.1)
do not exhibit any indications for contributions due to long-lived ion-pairs. As
ion-pairs can in principle be readily detected with DRS via a separate ionpair relaxation due to their intrinsically large electrical dipole moment, [112] the
absence of a contribution due to long-lived ion-pairs renders scenario (i) rather
unlikely. Alternatively, (ii) the origins of the competitive behavior may be a
result of competitive interaction with NMA: If Gdm+ and I− /SCN− reduce
the rotational mobility of NMA via association to the same binding site at
NMA, a similar dependency of the affected NMA molecules as shown in Fig. 7.9b
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would be expected, as at the equimolar composition the anions and the cations
compete with a limited number of NMA binding sites. This notion might in
fact be crucial for the high denaturation efficiency of the Gdm+ cation, as in
general the disruption of proteins by anions i.e. binding to anionic binding
sites more effectively denatures proteins, as compared to spherical cations. [60]

7.5

Conclusions

In this chapter I study for a range of salts the additivity of anionic and cationic
interaction with the model amide NMA in aqueous solutions. I determine the
reduction of the rotational mobility of NMA due to the presence of these salts via
the rotational relaxation of NMA that contributes to the dielectric spectra of the
samples. For the spherical, monovalent salts NaI, NaBr, and the bivalent MgI2 , I
find that the reduction of rotationally mobile NMA molecules is consistent with
the additive effect of the individual anions and cations. Salts containing the
strongly denaturing guanidinium cation deviate from additivity and I find that
GdmI (and similarly GdmSCN) interacts to a lesser extent with NMA than the
sum of the interaction of its individual ions (Gdm+ and I− ). This non-additive
behaviour is likely related to competitive interaction for the Gdm+ cation and
the I− or SCN− anion. Overall, the present results indicate that separating the
Hofmeister series into separate series for anions and cation is largely justified,
with the notable exception of guanidinium salts.
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Part III

EFFECTS OF TERMINAL
GROUPS
Based on the following publications:
• V. Balos, C. Malm, B. Marekha M. Wagner, Y. Nagata, M. Bonn and J.
Hunger Specific Ion Effects on an Oligopeptide: The Termini matter for
Guanidinium Salts (in preparation).
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Chapter 8

Dielectric relaxation of
triglycine in aqueous
solution
8.1

Introduction-The choice of triglycine

As it has already been discussed in the previous part the interaction of an
amide with Hofmeister salts is of great importance, since the amide represents
the common structural motif of the proteins backbone. These amide models
however lack charged residues (e.g. the C- and N-termini) that are intrinsically
sensitive to electrostatic interaction with ions. For small oligopeptides bearing both an amide backbone and charged moieties it has in fact been shown
that the charged termini play the dominant role for interaction with anions [68]
and the presence of the termini has even been suggested to reverse trends of
anion-backbone interaction. [74] Hence, these seminal studies [68,74] - predominantly NMR spectroscopic and computational - provided evidence for the termini being crucial when considering the anion-protein interaction. Remarkably,
while cation-amide interactions are known to be substantial, [64,12,78] the effect
of cations on oligopeptides and thus the effect of charged termini on cation interactions has been little explored. In the present part the goal is to study the
effect of both cations and anions on the oligopeptide triglycine (GGG), which
contains both (two) amide groups and the termini (-COO− and -NH+
3 ). In the
subsequent chapter I will use DRS to study specific ion effect on triglycine in
solution. However, before discussing the effect of ions, it is necessary to first
characterize the dielectric properties of GGG in an aqueous solution. [113]
93
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8.3

Experimental details

Triglycine (BioUltra > 99 % Sigma Aldrich) was purchased and used as received.
Series of aqueous triglycine solutions were prepared volumetrically at concentrations between 0.05 to 0.3 mol/L at increments of 0.05 mol/L.
For complex permittivity spectra a combination of two different experiments was
used: Frequencies at 0.2 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 were covered using a frequency domain
reflectometer based on Anritsu Vector Star MS4647A, vector network analyser
with an open ended coaxial probe, based on 1.85 mm coaxial connectors. [42]
Frequencies at 56 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 125 were covered analogously using an open ended
coaxial probe, based on 1 mm coaxial connectors together with an external
frequency converter module (Anritsu 3744A mmW module).
Dynamic viscosities, ηdyn , of the samples were determined using a capillary
Ubbelohde viscometer (ViskoSystem AVS 370, Schott Instruments, Germany)
and compared to the relaxation times of triglycine.
To explore the electrical dipole moment of an individual GGG zwitterion, ab initio calculations using the ORCA program package are performed. [114] To study
the variation of the GGG dipole moment with conformation, GGG single point
energy is obtained as a function of conformation at the BP/def2-SVP [115] level
of theory using the conductor-like polarizable continuum model C-PCM [116] to
account for the solvent (water). Starting from three different conformations the
single point energy is determined as a function of the distance of the termini
(C atom of C terminus N atom of N-terminus). Starting from the conformation of thus obtained 7 local energy minima, geometry optimizations are
performed at the CAM-B3LYP [117] /def2-TZVPP [115] level of theory together
with the C-PCM [116] . Amongst these structures, a stretched conformation and
two collapsed conformation yielded the lowest single point energies, which are
displayed together with their electrical dipole moment in Fig. 8.4.

8.3

Results-Discussion

In Fig. 8.1a DRS spectra of aqueous GGG solutions at concentrations ranging
from cGGG = 0.05 mol/L to 0.3 mol/L are shown. As can be seen from Fig. 8.1a
all spectra exhibit a relaxation (peak in 00 and dispersion in 0 ) at ∼ 20 GHz,
which can be readily assigned to the relaxation of the hydrogen-bonded water
network. [84] Both the center frequency and the relaxation strength (peak amplitude) of this water relaxation are rather insensitive to addition of GGG. Increasing concentration of GGG results in the emergence of a relaxation centered at
∼ 1 GHz and this lower frequency relaxation is thus assigned to be due to GGG,
similar to what has been found for solutions of amino-acids. [118,119] The amplitude (dielectric strength) of the emerging GGG relaxation is rather high, which
is a result of the zwitterionic nature and hence large electrical dipole moment
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of GGG. The addition of GGG therefore leads to a pronounced increase of the
static permittivity (low frequency plateau of 0 ). Notably, with increasing GGG
concentration the low frequency loss peak shifts to lower frequencies, which is
indicative of a slow-down of the associated rotational dynamics of GGG.
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Figure 8.1. a) Complex permittivity spectra of aqueous triglycine solutions at
cGGG = 0.05 to 0.30 mol/L at increments of 0.05 mol/L. b) Dielectric spectrum of an
aqueous solution of triglycine at cGGG = 0.3 mol/L. Symbols correspond to experimental data and solid lines show fits of the relaxation model (eq. 8.1) to the data. Note
that for visual clarity the Ohmic loss contribution has been subtracted for visual clarity (last term of eq. 8.1). The shaded areas in panel b) show the contribution of the
individual relaxation modes (water: blue shaded; GGG: red shaded) to the dielectric
loss. c) Effective dipole moment of triglycine calculated from eq. 8.2 as function of
cGGG . The red solid line corresponds to the mean dipole moment, 38 D.

To obtain quantitative information from the spectra I fit a relaxation model that
consists of two separated relaxations to the experimental data: the water relaxation is modelled using a Cole-Cole relaxation, [24,25] and the GGG relaxation
is modelled using a Debye type relaxation:[18]

ˆ (ν) =

Swater
κ
SGGG
+
+ ∞ +
1 + (2πiντGGG ) 1 + (2πiντwater )(1−αCC )
2πiν0

(8.1)

With Sj and τj the relaxation amplitudes and relaxation times, respectively.
The parameter αCC accounts for the symmetric broadening of the water relaxation (compared to a Debye relaxation). ∞ is the limiting permittivity at
infinite frequencies. The last term of eq. 8.1 accounts for conductivity contributions due to the ions translational motion and the conductivity is assumed to
be independent of frequency, i.e. the dc conductivity κ. 0 is the permittivity
of free space.
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This model describes the experimental spectra very well (Fig. 8.1a). The model
parameters reveal that the relaxation amplitude of water is somewhat decreasing
with increasing cGGG , which can be related to a reduction of the volume concentration of water upon adding GGG (see Fig. 8.2b). The relaxation time τwater
increases continuously from 8.3 ps for neat water to 8.7 ps at cGGG = 0.3 mol/L.
This slow-down of the average relaxation of water in contact with amino acids
has been related to slower dynamics of a sub ensemble of water molecules in
their hydration shell. [118] Similarly, the relaxation time of GGG, τGGG , increases
from 200 ps at low concentrations to 225 ps at cGGG = 0.3 mol/L. This rather
similar increase in relaxation times mirrors the increase in solution viscosity (see
Fig. 8.3b), which indicates that the relaxation stems from diffusive rotation of
GGG similar to what has been concluded for amino acids. [118] Most important
to the discussion of salt effects below, is that the relaxation strength, SGGG ,
increases linearly with increasing cGGG (Fig. 8.2a): As the dielectric relaxation
strength scales with volume concentration of dipoles and their squared effective
electrical dipole moment, this linear scaling shows that the effective dipole moment does not depend on concentration. Indeed, using the Cavell relation, [32]

GGG
SCavell
=

NA cGGG 2
s
·
· µeff, GGG
s + (1 − s )/3 3kB T 0

(8.2)

the effective dipole moment of GGG, µeff, GGG , in solution is found to be virtually constant at 38 D over the studied concentration range (Fig. 8.1c). The
constant value of µeff, GGG , which may contain contributions from dipole-dipole
correlations, [95] suggests that despite the high dipole moment of GGG, the relaxation of GGG as detected in the DRS spectra is consistent with uncorrelated
motion of individual GGG zwitterions. This is again in broad concordance with
what has been suggested for zwitterionic glycine, for which dipole correlations
have been found negligible up to concentrations as high as 2 mol/L. [118] Hence,
our results suggest that the lower frequency dielectric relaxation stems from the
rotation of isolated GGG zwitterions in solution.
Hence, the value of µeff, GGG can be related to the average electrical dipole
moment of the GGG zwitterion in solution. Since µeff, GGG largely reflects
the (average) distance of the charged termini, our experiments provide information on the conformation of the flexible GGG zwitterion in solution. [120]
Ab initio calculations of an isolated GGG zwitterion embedded in a continuum predict the dipole moment of ∼ 43 D for a stretched GGG, while the
dipole moment of a helical conformation amounts to ∼ 19 D (Fig. 8.4). Assuming that 80% of GGG molecules in solution assume a stretched structure
(and 20% a helical conformation) a distribution that has been reported for
trialaninep[121] quantitatively reproduces our experimental results for GGG
(38 D ≈ 0.8 · (43 D)2 + 0.2 · (19 D)2 ). Thus, our results show that GGG predominantly assumes a stretched conformation in solution.
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Figure 8.4. Calculated conformations of GGG in a continuum solvent together with
their relative energies, ∆E, and their electrical dipole moment, µ.

8.4

Conclusions

In this chapter the dielectric properties of triglycine in an aqueous environment
were characterized. To achieve this, the changes induced in the rotational dynamics of triglycine and of water by increasing concentration of triglycine were
studied. The results suggest that the increasing time constant of triglycine is
due to an increase in the samples viscosity, an indication for rotational diffusion
of GGG, while the constant effective dipole moment of the GGG zwitterions
is indicative of non-correlated rotational motion of the dipoles. Comparing the
measured effective dipole moment of GGG with what is predicted by performing ab-initio calculations for a stretched isolated zwitterion in a continuum,
showed that the measured effective dipole moment is somewhat lower than the
predicted one. This finding can be rationalized by the fact that despite the
majority of the zwitterions (80%) is found in a stretched conformation, there
is a 20% leftover that assumes a helical conformation with a significantly lower
dipole moment, that on average corresponds with great accuracy to what was
found by the dielectric experiments.

Chapter 9

Specific ion effects on
triglycine
9.1

Introduction

As already mentioned in the previous chapter the goal in this part was studying
the effect of both anions and cations on the charged GGG zwitterion in order
to obtain information about how the charged terminal groups are affecting ionspecific interactions. To this end KCl, LiCl and GdmCl (guanidinium chloride)
are used to study how cations affect GGG and KCl, KI, and KSCN to extract
the effect of anions. Comparison to earlier studies [64,12] on how these salts affect
the rotational mobility of a model amide, N -methylacetamide (NMA) (see part
II), allows assessing the contribution of the termini on ion-specific interaction
strengths. To study the effect of ions on GGG in solution, the relaxation of
GGG in the presence of salts is probed. For these experiments I use samples
with constant cGGG = 0.247 mol/L, with varying concentration of salt csalt = 0
- 0.75 mol/L.

9.2

Experimental details

Triglycine (BioUltra 99% Sigma Aldrich) and the representative salts KCl
(Sigma Aldrich), KI (Sigma Aldrich), KSCN (Sigma Aldrich), LiCl (Sigma
Aldrich) and GdmCl (Sigma Aldrich), were used as received. Two different
series of solutions were prepared For the DRS experiments (a) ternary solutions
of triglycine (0.247 mol/L) + water + salt with increasing salt concentration at
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.75 mol/L. These samples were prepared by
adding the appropriate amounts of water and concentrated aqueous salt stock
solutions to an aqueous triglycine stock solution. For the NMR measurements,
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ternary solutions of triglycine (0.5 mg/mL) + D2 O + salt, with the salt concentrations scaling at molar ratios (of triglycine:salt) of 1:0, 1:1, 1:5, 1:10, 1:50,
1:100, 1:500 and 1:1000, prepared by repeated dilutions of highly concentrated
solutions of salt + D2 O and GGG + D2 O.
To avoid uptake of moisture all the stock salt solutions were prepared by weighting salts in a glove box and then filled with the appropriate amount of Milli-Q
water or D2 O later.
For obtaining the complex permittivity spectra of the samples of series (a)
a combination of two different experiments was used: frequencies of 0.2 ≤
ν/GHz ≤ 36 were covered by using a frequency domain reflectometer based
on Anritsu Vector Star MS4647A, vector network analyser with an open
ended coaxial probe, based on 1.85 mm coaxial connectors. [42] Frequencies at
56 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 125 were covered analogously using an open ended coaxial probe,
based on 1 mm coaxial connectors together with an external frequency converter
module (Anritsu 3744A mmW module). All the raw data for series (a) are presented in Figs. 9.1 and 9.2.
For increasing the accuracy of the calculated concentration of triglycine in the
stock solution its density was measured in a DM40/DM45 DeltaRange/DM50
density meter apparatus from Mettler Toledo.
Finally, 1 H-NMR experiments were performed on the solutions in D2 O (c) on
a 850 MHz Bruker AVANCE III system equipped with a 5 mm triple resonance
TXI 1 H/13 C/15 N probe with a z-gradient. For proton NMR 512 transients using
a 9 µs long 90o pulse and a 17000 Hz spectral width together with a recycling
delay of 5 s. For referencing a sealed capillary with DMSO-d6 was placed inside the 5 mm tube with a small fraction of DMSO-d5 H. The temperature was
controlled to 298.3 K with a VTU (variable temperature unit) and an accuracy
of ± 0.1 K and calibrated with a standard 1 H methanol NMR sample using the
Topspin 3.1 software (Bruker). The temperature was regulated at 298.3 K and
calibrated with a standard 1 H methanol NMR sample using the Topspin 3.1
software (Bruker). The control of the temperature was realized with a VTU
(variable temperature unit) to an accuracy of ± 0.1 K.

9.3

Results

As can be observed in Figs. 9.1a and 9.2 increasing the salt concentration leads
to a reduction of the overall magnitude of the dielectric spectra. This observation is in line with depolarization of the solutions due to irrotational binding of
dipoles in the ion’s solvation shell [85] and also weak interaction via kinetic depolarization (KD). [88] To probe the specific interaction of the different ions on the
GGG dipoles the GGG relaxation is extracted by fitting the model described
in eq. 8.1 to the spectra. As apparent in Figs. 9.1a and 9.2 eq. 8.1 describes also
the experimental data for the ternary samples very well and the thus obtained
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Figure 9.1. (a) Complex permittivity spectra of aqueous solutions of triglycine
with increasing concentrations of GdmCl (0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60,
0.75 mol/L). The symbols correspond to experimental data and the solid lines show fits
using the relaxation model of eq. 8.1. The Ohmic loss contribution (last term in eq. 8.1)
has been subtracted for visual clarity. (b) Zoom-in to the dielectric loss of triglycine
for all the salts used in this study at the same salt concentration (0.50 mol/L) and
comparison with an aqueous GGG solution (0.247 mol/L). The lines correspond to fits
with eq. 8.1. For visual clarity experimental data have been omitted.

parameters are presented in Figs. 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5. Notably, variation of the nature of the salt (at a given salt concentration) results in detectable differences
in the GGG relaxation, which dominates the spectra at ∼ 1 GHz (see Fig. 9.1b).
Hence, our results show that the interaction of the salt with GGG is ion-specific.
To quantify the interaction of the salts with GGG I focus here on the GGG
relaxation. For all salts a slow-down of the GGG relaxation is found (Fig. 9.4b).
This increase in τGGG with increasing csalt is in line with our earlier findings
for NMA (see part II) and can be related to an increase in the samples viscosity
with increasing csalt . [64] As already apparent from Fig. 9.1a (and Fig. 9.2), the
amplitude of the GGG relaxation, SGGG , decreases with increasing csalt for all
studied salts, with GdmCl and LiCl exhibiting the most pronounced reduction
(Fig. 9.4a): Thus, our results show that addition of salt affects the relaxation of
the GGG zwitterions.
As mentioned above, the GGG relaxation amplitude scales with the concentration of rotationally free GGG molecules and their squared electrical dipole
moment. Thus, a reduction to the amplitude can originate from both an effec-
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Figure 9.2. Complex permittivity spectra of binary mixtures of triglycine and water
with increasing concentrations (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.75 mol/L)
of (a) KCl, (b) LiCl, (c) KI and (d) KSCN. The symbols correspond to experimentally obtained data and the solid lines to fits with the relaxation model described
in eq. 8.1. The Ohmic loss contribution (last term in eq. 8.1 has been subtracted for
visual clarity).

tive reduction of the concentration of mobile GGG dipoles and/or a reduction
of their effective dipole moment. In principle, a reduction of the effective dipole
moment could originate from (i) a change of the GGG charge distribution, (ii)
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Figure 9.3. a) amplitude (Swater ) and b) relaxation time (τwater ) of water versus increasing salt concentration, as obtained from fitting eq. 8.1 to the experimental data.
The error bars correspond to the standard deviation between six independent measurements.

enhanced dipolar correlations, or (iii) a more compact conformation of GGG.
A salt-induced altered charge distribution (i) due to induced (de-) protonation
of the termini is however unlikely as in general the effect of salts on the acidity/basicity of the termini is weak. [122] . Changes in the charged state due to
formation of long-lived ionic contacts between the ions and the charged termini of GGG are also ruled out: the NMR chemical shifts of the CH2 groups
of GGG, which can evidence such associations from non-linear variation of the
shifts with salt concentration, [74,75] vary nearly linearly with salt concentration (see Fig. 9.6). As already discussed above, dipolar correlations are not
significant, which renders scenario (ii) extremely unlikely. As our quantitative analysis of the interaction of the ions with the conformationally flexible
GGG [123] is very similar to the interaction of ions with the conformationally
rigid NMA molecule [64,12] (see below), our results provide no evidence for (iii)
conformational changes. Moreover, in contrast to the observed decrease of SGGG
with increasing csalt , an salt-induced increase of the dipole moment, and thus
of SGGG , would be expected based on electrostatic considerations: enhanced
screening of charge interaction reduces the attraction of the termini and thus
favors a more stretched conformation with an increased dipole moment. Hence,
our results are inconsistent with salts inducing a more stretched conformation
of GGG in solution (in analogy to the random coil conformation of denatured
proteins). The absence of salt-induced conformational changes to GGG is also
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data. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation between six independent
measurements.

supported by X-ray absorption spectroscopy, which only finds evidence for significantly altered conformation due to the bivalent SO3 2− anion. [120] If any, the
conformation of GGG is altered towards a more compact structure with reduced
distance between the charged termini (i.e. a reduced electrical dipole moment)
upon addition of salt.
Thus, based on these considerations, it is justified to proceed with the analysis
of the data assuming that the effective dipole moment of GGG in solution to be
independent of salt concentration. As such, the observed decrease of SGGG is
ascribed to an effective reduction of the concentration of mobile GGG. The concentration of rotationally-free GGG from the relaxation strength, SGGG , was
obtained using the Cavell equation (eq. 8.2). [32] The thus obtained concentrations of cGGG, free shown in Fig. 9.7 show a reduction of cGGG, free for all salts.
While KCl shows a moderate decrease, salts containing anions with a strong
tendency to denature proteins (KI and KSCN) have a more pronounced effect
on cGGG, free . The largest reduction of cGGG, free is observed for salts where the
cations are located at the very edge of the Hofmeister series: LiCl and GdmCl.
To further quantify the data the reduction is assigned to the following equilibrium:
I ± + GGG

GGG · I ±

(9.1)
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salt concentration as obtained from fitting eq. 8.1 to the experimental data. The error
bars correspond to the standard deviation within six independent measurements.

The corresponding equilibrium constant can be expressed as:

K=

cGGG·I ±
(cGGG,free ) · cI ±

(9.2)

As can be seen from the solid lines in Fig. 9.7, eq. 9.2 describes the
reduction of cGGG, free with increasing csalt wella with the association
GGG
GGG
constants KKCl
= (0.15 ± 0.04) L·mol−1 , KLiCl
= (0.53 ± 0.09) L·mol−1 ,
GGG
−1
GGG
−1
GGG
KKI = 0.32 L·mol , KKSCN = (0.33 ± 0.06) L· mol and KGdmCl
= (0.45 ± 0.10) L·
−1
mol . In general I find that with increasing tendency to denature proteins the
association of the salts with GGG is enhanced: e.g. LiCl and KSCN interact
more strongly with GGG than KCl. In analogy to the findings for the single
amide group of NMA, [12] cationic denaturants (e.g. LiCl) are found to interact
stronger with GGG than anionic protein denaturants (e.g. KSCN).

a Note that the experimental values somewhat deviate from the fit assuming 1:1 association.
These deviations possibly originate from the presence of multiple binding sites at triglycine
where an ion can interact (i.e. amides and terminal groups).
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9.4

Discussion

Interestingly, for KI, KSCN, and LiCl the observed values of K GGG are
in broad agreement with the association constants of these salts with the
NMA
NMA
single amide of NMA, K NMA (KLiCl
= 0.49 L· mol−1 , KKI
= 0.20 L· mol−1 ,
NMA
−1 [64,12]
KKSCN = 0.25 L· mol )
and similar for KCl (where the interaction with
NMA was negligible). Hence, the interaction of the salts with an isolated amide
group in NMA is similar to the interaction with the two amide groups and the
termini of GGG.
However, this similarity is not observed for GdmCl, for which a marked difference between its association with NMA and GGG is observed: While the
NMA
association constant with NMA, KGdmCl
= 0.23 L· mol−1 , is similar to the association constant of the strongly denaturing anions, [64,12,65] the association of
GGG
GdmCl with GGG is two-fold enhanced at KGdmCl
= (0.45 ± 0.10) L· mol−1 . As
the main difference between NMA and GGG are the charged termini of GGG,
the enhanced association of GdmCl with the GGG may be explained from the
formation of directional hydrogen-bonds between the Gdm+ cation and the
carboxylate (C-terminus), very similar to the stabilization of proteins via salt
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bridges between carboxylate and arginine side chains. [66]
Thus, as opposed to the behavior of GdmCl in solution [124,91,90] and the interaction of GdmCl with amides, [64,104] which both suggest that the Gdm+
cation is very similar to Na+ , the GdmCl-GGG interactions are amongst the
strongest interactions of the presently studied salts. Our findings thus demonstrate that, besides kinetic contributions, interactions with charged protein
residues [64] are a key to understand the remarkable denaturation efficiency of
the Gdm+ cation, [125] where amongst all conceivable binding sites negatively
charged carboxylate residues seem to be crucial to account for the peculiar
nature of the Gdm+ cation.

9.5

Conclusions

In the present chapter specific ion effects of strong denaturing cations and anions on the rotational mobility of a triglycine behavior are quantified and subsequently compared for the results obtained for a sole amide group. The results
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9.5

suggest that all the ions show an affinity to the charged triglycine zwitterion
independent of their surface charged density, as even the virtually neutral KCl
in terms of its association with an amide showed a small but yet measurable
affinity to the zwitterions. The interaction strength followed in all cases a direct anionic and cationic Hofmeister effect, with the cations, as shown in the
case of an amide, to show a two-fold stronger interaction. This observation
points towards other interaction sites of a protein where anions can interact,
since the interaction of the anions with a whole protein residue is proven to
be stronger than that of the cations (e.g. side chains). Finally, I find for all
the salts a higher affinity to the zwitterions, a result which is not so surprising considering the two charged terminal groups of triglycine that are able to
attract ions more efficiently than the partially charged C=O− and NH+ of a
sole amide. The most surprising finding of this study is that Gdm+ was the
only ion used in this study that doubled its association efficiency, reaching the
strong denaturing Li+ , in contrast to what was found for a single amide. This
observation suggests that the strong interaction of Gdm+ with the negatively
charged carboxylate of the triglycine terminus one of the most crucial factors
that determines its huge denaturing efficiency.

Part IV

SUB-PICOSECOND
WATER RELAXATION
Based on the following publications:
• V. Balos, Y. Nagata, M. Bonn and J. Hunger Ion-water interactions: correlation between the translational motion of ions and the fast water dynamics
(in preparation).
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Chapter 10

The translation of ions
affects the fast water
dynamics
10.1

Introduction

10.1.1

Ion-water interactions

The molecular level changes induced by solvated ions to the properties of the
surrounding aqueous environment are very crucial for many chemical and biological processes. [126] It has been shown that chemical phenomena such as
reaction rates, [127] acid-base equilibria [128] and electrolyte behaviour in electrochemistry [128] are largely affected by ion solvation. Moreover, many significant
biological processes like trans-membrane ion transport and protein folding are
reported to depend on specific ion-water interactions. [9,129] Considering the way
how ions affect the structure of water, they have been traditionally divided into
two categories, namely kosmotropes and chaotropes, depending on their ability
to produce order or disorder, respectively, to the hydrogen-bonded structure
of the surrounding water. [130,131] Although this terminology has been widely
accepted for decades amongst physical chemists, recent studies have challenged
this notion. [129,132] The reason behind this challenging was that on the one
hand there are cases of solutes that change their behaviour depending on the
individual circumstances (i.e. concentration), while on the other hand other
solutes show non-well defined properties acting sometimes as kosmo and other
times as chaotropes. [133,134] Despite ions are divided into structure making and
structure breaking ions, the structure of water is often found rather insensitive
to addition of salts. [132,90,135] However, studying the change of dynamics due to
the presence of ions can give insight about how the ions change the properties
111
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of water. [132,82]

10.1.2

Dielectric behaviour of pure water

To study the dynamics of water Dielectric Relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) in
combination with Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is used. It
has been long ago reported that pure liquid water exhibits at least two separate Debye-type relaxation modes in the frequency range between roughly
1 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 2000. One at ∼ 20 GHz (time constant ∼ 8 ps) corresponding to
the relaxation of the bulk water and a second considerably faster relaxation at
∼ 300 GHz (time constant ∼ 0.5 ps). [136,137,138,49,139] In Fig. 10.1a experimental
data of dielectric measurements at frequencies ranging from 0.8 GHz to 1.6 THz
are shown. The red solid lines correspond to attempts of describing the data
with a single Cole-Cole relaxation mode. As obvious in this figure the description fails in the high frequency region (THz range). The black solid lines on the
other hand correspond to fits with two individual relaxation modes: a Cole-Cole
relaxation corresponding to the bulk water relaxation and a Debye relaxation
corresponding to a faster process. Thus the fitting equation used was:

ˆ (ν) =

Swater
Sfast
κ
+
+ ∞ +
(1−α
)
CC
1 + (2πiντfast )
2πiν0
1 + (2πiντwater )

(10.1)

where Sj and τj are the relaxation amplitudes and the relaxation times, respectively. ∞ is the infinite frequency permittivity, κ the sample conductivity, and
0 the permittivity of free space.
As obvious in this figure the fitting quality becomes considerably better when
considering a faster relaxation. The fitting with this equation indicated the
relaxation time of bulk water at τwater = (8.26 ± 0.16) ps and the additional relaxation amplitude at τfast = (0.32 ± 0.03) ps. These values are perfectly in-line
with what has been found in previous studies of the dielectric relaxation of pure
water. [84] Moreover the Cole-Cole parameter αCC was found zero for bulk water, suggesting that a Debye-type relaxation sufficiently describes this mode. Finally, the amplitude of the bulk water relaxation is found Swater = (72.56 ± 0.14),
in contrast to the much less intense fast relaxation mode that shows an amplitude of Sfast = (1.93 ± 0.13). This difference showing that the fast relaxation
amplitude amounts to ∼ 3% of the bulk water relaxation also agrees with literature reports. [139]
Bulk water relaxation
The main mode of liquid water, relaxing at ∼ 20 GHz has been investigated
in-depth for years. The reason is that this mode appearing in dielectric and
THz measurements of liquid water is governed by water rotation, which has
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Figure 10.1. a) Complex permittivity spectrum of pure water. Symbols correspond
to experimental data, the red solid lines show fits with a single Cole-Cole relaxation
model, while the black solid lines with eq. 10.1 (b) Zooming in the dielectric loss of
pure water. The shaded areas indicate the two contributions to the dielectric loss:
bulk water (cyan) and fast water (red).

also been accessed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments [140,141] ,
as well as via polarization resolved pump-probe techniques. [142,143] Concerning this mode there is a general agreement in the literature about its origins.
It is nowadays commonly accepted that this process is the result of the cooperative re-orientation of water dipoles in their tetrahedral structure of hydrogen bonds. [138,49,45,144] Supporting this view several theoretical studies using MD simulations have demonstrated that assigning this mode to such a
mechanism and further describing it with a Debye process was reproducing
the experimental findings very well. More concretely, it was predicted that
owing to the large-scale re-orientations of the water dipoles and the participation of the full hydrogen-bonded network this relaxation should largely dominate the dielectric spectrum, compared to other processes. [145] This prediction has been experimentally supported via several dielectric and THz-TDS
experiments. [139,45,144,145] Moreover temperature dependent experiments have
demonstrated that there is an almost perfect linear dependence between the
Debye relaxation times and the viscosity divided by temperature, as predicted
by the Stokes-Einstein-Debye relation (eq. 2.71), something that also supports
the previously described molecular origins of this mode. [136] Finally in these
temperature dependent experiments it has been shown that the relaxation time
cannot be described by an Arrhenius activation. This finding lead to the conclusion that the dielectric relaxation times of this mode are related to the average
number of hydrogen bonds broken during the reorientation of the water dipoles
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with the applied electric field. [145]

Origins of the fast water relaxation
Despite the fact that the high frequency and hence faster mode of water is
reported and investigated for almost three decades, very little is known about
its molecular level origins, which are until today a field of discussion. Many
different scenarios have been proposed for explaining the nature of the subpicosecond water mode as well as why water shows two different dynamics.
The most commonly found scenario is that this mode results from the relaxation
of non-hydrogen bonded water molecules. This scenario is supported by both
theoretical and experimental studies. [137,144,146,147] These studies show that assignment of the fast relaxation to a single molecule re-orientation described very
well the experimental data. More specifically Rønne et. al. by conducting experiments in the THz region for H2 O and D2 O found that the fast process is not
related to non-local fluctuations in the liquid, but is rather a local molecular
relaxation process. [137] These findings were also in agreement with the work of
Vinh et. al. who assigned this mode to the re-orientation of weakly bound water molecules. [144] Finally MD simulations also supported this view, assigning
successfully the fast water mode to a single molecule rotation. [146,147]
However, ultrafast spectroscopic studies have concluded that while the bulk
water relaxation originates from the collective reorganization of the hydrogen
bonded network, the fast water relaxation appears due to either the inertial
motion of water molecules [148] or due to breaking and forming of the waters
hydrogen bonds. [149] This last notion is supported by the fact that the relaxation
times of 0.54 ps found for this fast water relaxation by depolarized Rayleigh
scattering experiments [150] are in very close agreement with the life-time of a
hydrogen bond. [151]
Finally, a third scenario emerged via molecular dynamics simulations claiming that the fast water relaxation originates from a fraction of the bulk water
molecules that remain in quasi-equilibrium states between large angle jumps
responsible for the reorientation in liquid water. [152]
Many works have also been dedicated to study the temperature dependence of
the fast relaxation times, as a strategy for giving answers about its molecular
origins. Rønne et. al. found that the fast component relaxation time is increasing by a factor of almost 8 for a temperature ramp from 366.7 K to 271.1 K and
claimed that this increase was in-line with what one would expect for a single
molecule rotation. [136] Moreover Yada et. al. found a lack of an Arrhenius type
temperature dependence of the fast water process and compared it with the
relaxation process of supercritical water studied with microwave spectroscopy
in different densities. This finding was interpreted as an indication that the
fast relaxation component originates from the collision process in a dynamical
microstructure that transiently appears between forming and breaking of the
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hydrogen bonds. Thus it was concluded that this process might be a completely
different process than the one investigated by ultrafast spectroscopy. [139] The
increase of the fast component time constant with decreasing temperature is
also reported in the work of Buchner et. al. , although the authors in this case
avoided to enter in a detailed discussion which was beyond of the scope of their
work. [145]
Another reason that adds to the controversy regarding this high frequency fast
water relaxation is that this mode matches very well, in terms of the frequency
region that it appears, with the low frequency Raman band of pure water, while
the DRS bulk water low-frequency mode (∼ 20 GHz) is not Raman active. [149]
It is known that Raman scattering in general yields inter- and intra-molecular
information from changes in the polarizability of a sample. Thus, until recently it was debated whether the weak Raman intensities compared to the
intensities of non-hydrogen-bonded liquids with similar dielectric constants and
the different shapes between the dielectric and Raman spectra suggests that
the Raman and dielectric spectra reflect the same or different kinds of dynamics. [153,154] However, Fukusawa et. al. by carefully comparing the high frequency
dielectric water spectrum to the low frequency Raman spectrum demonstrated
that actually these two modes might actually originate from common molecular
dynamics. [84]
Finally it is worthwhile to note that it has been suggested that the fast water mode might be reflecting more than one type of dynamics and therefore
more than a single process should be assigned. Along this line Beneduci suggested that the fast water relaxation might further be split in two individual
processes, one at 1-2 ps due to single molecule rotation and a second faster process occurring with 130 fs time constant accounted for the libration of the water
molecules. [155] The same three process interpretation of the waters dielectric
spectrum was appointed also in the work of Vinh et. al. where the fastest process was found at 180 fs. [144] Despite this latest notion, in this work I analyse the
data with the two-mode approximation since the description of the experimental
data by fitting such a model was in all cases sufficient.

10.1.3

Goal of this work

In the present chapter I study the changes of the amplitude and relaxation time
of these two water bands with increasing concentration of different inorganic
salts, which consist of ions with different nature, that have been characterized
either as kosmo or as chaotropic. Moreover by focusing on the fast water mode
and the changes induced by ions I also try to contribute to the current knowledge
regarding the molecular nature of this puzzling relaxation. To explore the effect
of the nature of the ions I also test - instead of conventional salts - a strong
acid, HCl.
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10.2

Experimental details

The representative salts KCl (Sigma Aldrich), KI (Sigma Aldrich), KSCN
(Sigma Aldrich), LiCl (Sigma Aldrich) and GdmCl (Sigma Aldrich), as well
as HCl (Sigma Aldrich) were used as received. Series of aqueous salt solutions were prepared volumetrically at concentrations of 0.5 mol/L, 1.5 mol/L
and 2.5 mol/L. For KCl instead of 2.5 mol/L I used a solution at 2.0 mol/L due
to problems caused by residual DC-conductivity, while for HCl the concentrations used were: 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 mol/L. To avoid uptake of moisture all salts
were weighted in a glove box and filled with the appropriate Milli-Q water later.
Frequencies at 0.8 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 36 were covered using a frequency domain reflectometer based on Anritsu Vector Star MS4647A, vector network analyser with
an open ended coaxial probe, based on 1.85 mm coaxial connectors. Frequencies at 56 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 125 were covered analogously using an open ended coaxial
probe, based on 1 mm coaxial connectors together with an external frequency
converter module (Anritsu 3744A mmW module). Finally for frequencies at
0.3 ≤ ν/THz ≤ 1.6 THz-TDS spectroscopy was used.
In Fig. 10.2 all the raw dielectric spectra for all the different samples are presented.
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Figure 10.2. Real and imaginary part of the dielectric function of the aqueous salt
solutions with increasing solute concentration as a function of the frequency of the
external field for (a) KCl, (b) LiCl, (c) GdmCl, (d) KI, (e) KSCN and (f) HCl. The
solid line corresponds to fits with the model of eq. 10.1. Note that for visual clarity
the conductivity contribution has been subtracted (last term of eq. 10.1).
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10.3

Results and discussion

All the experimental spectra were fitted with eq. 10.1. As obvious in Fig. 10.2 all
spectra are well described by this relaxation model. Fitting eq. 10.1 to the data
returned values for the amplitudes and relaxation times of bulk water and fast
water, as well as values for each samples DC-conductivity. The thus obtained
values are displayed as a function of solute concentration in Figs. 10.3-10.5:
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Figure 10.3. Values of (a) Swater and (b) τwater as a function of solute concentration. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation within six independent
measurements.

From Fig. 10.3a it becomes obvious that the relaxation amplitude of bulk water
decreases linearly with increasing solute concentration for all studied solutes.
As explained in chapter 4, such a decrease originates from depolarization via
primarily kinetic depolarization [88] and secondarily from dilution of water
dipoles as more solute is being introduced. [32] The more pronounced decrease
for LiCl is in-line with an additional depolarization due to the direct binding of
∼ 4 water molecules in the solvation shell of the highly (surface) charged Li+
cation. [86] Fig. 10.3b depicts the change in the relaxation time of bulk water
upon solute addition. As apparent in this figure, the orientational relaxation
time of bulk water somewhat decreases. As mentioned in the previous chapter
this is a common observation for dielectric spectra of aqueous electrolyte solutions and is believed to originate from an enhanced rotational mobility of the
water dipoles by the on-average weakening of the hydrogen bonded structure
of water by the free ions. [108] The decrease in relaxation times found for KCl,
KI and KSCN is in qualitative agreement with what was reported in the work
of Wachter et. al. studying the water dynamics for potential anionic Hofmeister
effects. [82] On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 10.4b the relaxation time of
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The solid lines correspond to the best linear fits including the value for pure water
(black open symbol). The error bars correspond to the standard deviation within six
independent measurements.

the fast water relaxation remains fairly constant upon solute addition. For the
case of HCl a slightly increased relaxation time is observed compared to the
fast water relaxation time for the case of salt solutions, but the relatively small
differences observed do not allow for a more detailed interpretation.
Most importantly, fitting eq. 10.1 provides values for the amplitude of the fast
relaxation. The changes for all the solutes versus concentration are shown in
Fig. 10.4a. From this figure it becomes obvious that for all the different solutes
Sfast shows a linear dependence with the solute concentration. This increase
is in-line with what has been reported for dielectric relaxation experiments in
the microwave region for NaCl solutions [144] and in the THz region for several
alkali-halide salts [132] and also similar to what was found for Raman bands
studied with ultrafast optical Kerr effect (OKE) spectroscopy on alkali-halide
solutions. [156] The fast water amplitude increases with a different slope for all
the solutes used in the present study, with HCl showing the steepest slope and
GdmCl the flattest increase, which indicates that the changes in the rotational
dynamics of the fast water mode are ion-specific.
Finally in Fig. 10.5 I demonstrate the increase of the DC-conductivity upon
increasing solute concentration. This increase in the conductivity is in-line to
what one would expect since for all the solutes the concentration of free charges
is increasing with increasing concentration. Here it is important to note that
the increase in the conductivity for HCl is the most pronounced. This notion
agrees with a different and more efficient conduction mechanism in the case
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Figure 10.5. Sample conductivities, κ obtained from fitting eq. 10.1 to the experimental spectra. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation within six independent measurements. The solid lines are visual aids to highlight the differences in
the increase of conductivity for different solutes.

of the H+ where charged transport is decoupled from mass transport. [157,99]
More specifically, the conductivity of acids in water is due to the movement of
the proton in bulk water according to the Grotthuss mechanism. [158,159] This
mechanism involves hoping of a proton from a proton donor to a proton acceptor
along the hydrogen bond and then reorientation of the cleaved hydrogen bond
to another proton acceptor. [160] On the other hand in the case of free ions the
conductivity is due to the motion of ions themselves and is thus less efficient. [88]
Comparing Fig. 10.3a with Fig. 10.5b indicates that the increase of amplitude
of the fast water mode (Sfast ) for different solutes as a function of solute concentration is related to the conductivity increase for these solutes. This may
suggest a relation between the amplitude of the fast water relaxation and the
samples conductivity. Surprisingly, plotting the values of Sfast versus the samples DC-conductivity, as shown in Fig. 10.6, reveals that all the data-points
collapse onto a single line when plotted versus the samples conductivity. What
is even more surprizing is that this trend is maintained even for HCl, where, as
it was explained before, the conduction mechanism is completely different from
the conduction mechanism of the other ions.
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Despite the potential significance of this observation, which suggests that the
conductivity and thus the mobility of the ions may affect the amplitude of the
fast water relaxation, independently of the conduction mechanism, the data
do not provide direct insight into the molecular level details of the underlying
mechanism. In all the above mentioned scenarios for the molecular origins
of the fast water relaxation, one could envision that the ionic mobility is an
important parameter that needs to be taken into consideration. Specifically,
interaction induced polarizations as origin of the fast water relaxation may
be consistent with my findings, as enhanced ionic mobility may go along with
enhanced collisions with water molecules. I hope that this intriguing observation
stimulates MD simulations that can explore the molecular origin of the fast
component of water.
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Figure 10.6. Values of the fast water amplitude (Sfast ) obtained from fitting eq. 10.1
to the experimental data versus the samples conductivities. The light blue line corresponds to the best linear fit to all data points. The error bars correspond to the
standard deviation within six independent measurements.

10.4

Conclusions

In this chapter I investigate with the combination of DRS and THz-TDS the
changes in the dynamics of pure water with increasing concentration of different
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solutes. More specifically, I focus on the changes induced to the dynamics of
the fast water relaxation in an attempt to understand its enigmatic nature. For
all the series of inorganic salts used I find a linear dependence of the amplitude
of the fast relaxation with increasing salt concentration that varies for different
salts. However, testing the scaling with increasing solution conductivity reveals
that - independent of the salt nature - the solution conductivity exhibits a
correlation with the amplitude of this relaxation. Further experiments with HCl
show that the observations made for inorganic salts even hold for a completely
different conduction mechanism. Despite these intriguing finding points towards
translational motions are closely related to the fast water relaxation, the present
data do not provide a clear molecular level picture. I hope that this observation
however stimulates computational studies to explore the origins of the observed
scaling.
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Summary
Every biochemist would agree that the ability a protein to execute its specific
task in the cell critically depends on its 3-dimensional conformation, i.e. its
tertiary structure. Thus, it is not surprising that in many pharmaceutical and
biotechnological applications the stabilization or denaturation of a protein’s
tertiary structure plays a key role.
There are many ways by which a protein can lose its tertiary structure, i.e.
by which it is denatured. This includes application of heat or radiation, interaction with strong acids or bases or interaction with highly concentrated salt
solutions. Amongst all denaturation methods, the latter based on interaction
with salts stands out in pharmacology and biotechnology, since it is one of the
most organism-friendly and can be used in-vivo, without unwanted side-effects.
For this reason understanding the mechanism of salt-induced protein denaturation or stabilization has been extensively studied for decades. The basis of our
understanding for this kind of interactions originates from the seminal work of
Franz Hofmeister, who in the late 1800s performed simple solubility experiments
to empirically order anions and cations separately according to their efficiency
to stabilize or denature proteins. Since then, many theoretical and experimental studies have been executed with the aim of explaining the Hofmeister effect.
However, until today the exact molecular mechanism remains largely unclear.
Thus, the target of this work was to provide some definite answers to some of
the most fundamental questions regarding the Hofmeister effect by using the
sensitivity of Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy (DRS) to weak interactions.
Part II is dedicated to unraveling the role of the amide rich backbone of a
protein to the ion-induced denaturation mechanism. For this reason the ionamide interactions are studied in depth and quantified.
In chapter 4 the experimental background and the motivation behind the choice
of the amide as the starting point of investigation is explained. The choice of
the amide in the backbone was based on the one hand in the universality of the
Hofmeister effect and on the other hand to the fact that an amide potentially
interacts with anions and cations since it has binding sites for both. Hence, a
direct comparison would be feasible. Moreover the dielectric relaxation spectrum of NMA + water is introduced and explained, as well as the general effects
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and changes induced to this spectrum upon salt addition, as depolarization,
the concept of which is extensively introduced and discussed. Finally, in this
chapter the dielectric relaxation model used to describe the experimental data
is presented and explained.
In chapter 5, solely the cation-amide interaction is quantified. To isolate the
cationic interactions, samples that contain different chloride salts were studied.
Cl− was chosen because it has been reported to not interact with an amide. The
cations were chosen to cover as much of the cationic Hofmeister series as possible.
The results indicated that apart from KCl, which did not show any sign of interaction, all the other salts demonstrated a certain affinity to the amide. Quantification of the interaction revealed that the cation-amide interaction shows
the same trend as the cationic-Hofmeister series, with GdmCl being a notable
exception. Contrary to what one would expect from the cationic Hofmeister
series, GdmCl was found to have an intermediate interaction strength, which
is between the weakly interacting NaCl and the strongly interacting LiCl and
MgCl2 . This finding led to the conclusion that either there are some kinetic
effects involved in the strong Gdm+ -induced denaturation or that the mechanism of this denaturation involves extra binding sites. Assignment of the total
reduction of the concentration of rotationally-free NMA dipoles upon salt addition showed a quite pronounced tendency of the cations to interact with up
to two amides.
In chapter 6, following the experimental and analytical steps of chapter 5, the
anion-amide interaction was quantified. For this reason, similarly to what was
done for the cationic Hofmeister series, K+ salts were chosen. Qualitatively it
was demonstrated that both Cl− and NO3 − do not interact with NMA. For
all the other anions it was found that they show an affinity to the amide, with
SCN− having the strongest effect followed by I− and Br− . This order is in-line
with a direct anionic Hofmeister series. Moreover it was found, similarly to the
cation-amide interaction, that each anion can interact with up- to- two amides,
but this tendency was less pronounced than for the cations. The interaction
strength of anions with an amide, however, was found to be ∼ 2 times weaker
than for cations. This finding contrasts the fact that anions denature proteins
more efficiently than cations. This contradiction led to the conclusion that
despite the fact that the ion-amide interaction is very important for the ioninduced protein denaturation, it is not (at least for the anions) the sole cause.
Thus, other interaction sites might be involved, for instance the side chains or
the charged terminal groups of the proteins.
In chapter 7, the changes in the rotational dynamics of an amide are being quantified using salts with both the anion and cation interacting with an amide. The
ions have been chosen to cover as widely as possible the different nature of ions
of the Hofmeister series. Only ions were chosen for which the individual interaction strengths has been quantified in chapters 5 and 6. Comparison of the effect
of the salt to the sum of the effects of the individual ions gave insight into the
additivity of the ion-amide interaction. For all salts consisting of spherical ions
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it was found that inside the experimental error the effect was purely additive.
However, the interaction of salts containing the Gdm+ cation was found below
what would be expected presuming an additivity. Further investigation of this
non-additive effect by changing the molar ratio between Gdm+ and I− (using
GdmCl and KI salts) revealed a non-linear interaction strength for GdmI (as
opposed to mixtures of NaCl and KI where the interaction depend linearly on
composition). These findings suggest the presence of competing binding sites
between the Gdm+ cation and the counter-ion.
In part III I move towards more realistic and complex systems that better
approximate the complex structure of a protein by studying the interaction of
salts with the triglycine zwitterion.
In chapter 8, the dielectric properties of triglycine in aqueous solutions are
characterized. The choice of triglycine was based on the fact that it combines
two amides together with the charged terminal groups. Thus, it allows drawing
conclusions about how the terminal groups affect the interactions with salts.
The dielectric response of triglycine is found at lower frequencies (showing slower
rotational dynamics) than the model amide and is spectrally well separated from
the bulk water response. A concentration dependent study of the DR spectra
of triglycine + water mixtures revealed no signs of orientational correlations of
triglycine in water. These experiments also provided the effective dipole moment
of triglycine in water, required for further analysis.
Chapter 9 shows how the rotational dynamics of a triglycine + water mixture
change with increasing concentrations of salts. Initially it is shown that these
changes are ion-specific. NMR measurements reveal it is unlikely that these
changes result from ion-pairing between the terminal groups and the ions. Quantification of these changes revealed that in most of the cases the trend found for
triglycine is similar to what was found for the model amide, apart from some
striking differences: On the one hand KCl affects triglycine, something that is
not completely surprising since charged species like K+ and Cl− can interact
with the charged terminal groups. On the other hand GdmCl increases its association with triglycine and the strength is comparable to LiCl. This finding
was surprising as LiCl interacted more than twice as strong as GdmCl with the
amide. From this finding it was concluded that the charged terminal groups of
a protein do play an important role to the ion-induced denaturation of proteins,
in particular for the Gdm+ cation. As for the amide, the association of strongly
denaturing cations was found to be twice as strong compared to the anions.
This is an indication that for anions other interactions sites (e.g. side chains)
might be involved in the denaturation mechanism.
In part IV the sub-picosecond relaxation dynamics are discussed. In the last
chapter (chapter 10) the sole effect of ions on water is studied. More specifically
I focus on the changes of the fast water relaxation upon increasing salt concentration. It is demonstrated that the strength of the sub-picosecond relaxation
increases linearly with increasing salt concentration, but with considerably different slopes for each salt. Surprisingly, the relaxation strength appears to have
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the same increase with conductivity for a broad range of salts. This correlation
of the sub-picosecond relaxation strength with conductivity seems to even be
independent of conduction mechanisms: also solutions of hydrochloric acid obey
this scaling law. This observation is an indication for the conductivity / mobility
of the ions playing a very important role for the water dynamics and specifically for this fast mode of water. I hope that this peculiar observation stimulates
computational studies to elucidate the molecular level details of this correlation.

Samenvatting
Elke biochemicus zal ermee instemmen dat het vermogen van eiwitten om hun
specifieke taak in de cel uit te voeren grotendeels afhankelijk is van hun driedimensionale conformatie, dat wil zeggen van hun ’tertiaire structuur’. Daarom is
het niet verwonderlijk dat in vele farmaceutische en biotechnologische toepassingen de stabilisatie of denaturatie van de tertiaire structuur van een eiwit een
sleutelrol speelt.
Er zijn vele manieren waarop een eiwit zijn tertiaire structuur kan verliezen, oftewel gedenatureerd wordt. Denaturatie vindt plaats onder invloed van warmte
of straling, door interactie met sterke zuren of basen of door interactie met
sterk geconcentreerde zoutoplossingen. Onder alle denaturatiemethoden blinkt
de laatstgenoemde, gebaseerd op interactie met zouten, uit in farmacologie en
biotechnologie, omdat het een van de meest organismevriendelijke is en in vivo
gebruikt kan worden zonder ongewenste bijwerkingen.
Om deze reden is het mechanisme van zoutgenduceerde eiwitdenaturatie of stabilisatie al decennialang uitgebreid onderzocht. De basis van ons begrip
van dit soort interacties is voortgekomen uit het baanbrekende werk van Franz
Hofmeister, die eind negentiende eeuw eenvoudige oplosbaarheidsexperimenten
uitvoerde om anionen en kationen empirisch te ordenen op basis van hun efficiëntie om eiwitten te stabiliseren of denatureren. Sindsdien hebben vele theoretische en experimentele studies geprobeerd het zogenaamde Hofmeister-effect
te verklaren. Desalniettemin blijft het exacte moleculaire mechanisme tot op
heden grotendeels onduidelijk. Daarom was het doel van dit werk om enkele
definitieve antwoorden te geven op enkele van de meest fundamentele vragen
over het Hofmeister-effect door gebruik te maken van de gevoeligheid van diëlektrische relaxatiespectroscopie (DRS) voor zwakke interacties.
Deel II is gewijd aan het ontrafelen van de rol van de amiderijke ruggengraat
van een eiwit in het ion-geı̈nduceerde denaturatiemechanisme. Om deze reden
worden de ion-amide interacties diepgaand bestudeerd en gekwantificeerd.
In hoofdstuk 4 worden de experimentele achtergrond en de motivatie achter
de keuze van het amide als het startpunt van het onderzoek toegelicht. De
keuze van het amide was enerzijds gebaseerd op de universaliteit van het
Hofmeister-effect en anderzijds op het feit dat een amide potentieel interageert
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met anionen en kationen, omdat het bindingsplaatsen voor beide heeft. Dat
maakt een directe vergelijking tussen verschillende ionen mogelijk. Bovendien
wordt het diëlektrische relaxatiespectrum van NMA + water geı̈ntroduceerd en
verklaard, evenals de algemene effecten en veranderingen die in dit spectrum
geı̈nduceerd worden bij toevoeging van zout, zoals depolarisatie, dat uitgebreid
wordt geı̈ntroduceerd en besproken. Tenslotte wordt in dit hoofdstuk het dilektrische relaxatiemodel voor de beschrijving van de experimentele data gepresenteerd en uitgelegd.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt enkel de kation-amide interactie gekwantificeerd. Om de
kationische interacties te isoleren, werden oplossingen met verschillende chloridezouten bestudeerd. Cl− werd gekozen omdat bekend is dat het niet interageert met een amide. De kationen werden gekozen om een zo groot mogelijk
deel van de kationische Hofmeister-reeks te bedekken. De resultaten wijzen erop
dat behalve KCl, dat geen enkel teken van interactie vertoonde, alle andere
zouten een bepaalde affiniteit voor het amide toonden. Kwantificering van de
interactie onthulde dat de kation-amide interactie dezelfde trend laat zien als de
kationische Hofmeister-reeks, waarbij GdmCl een opvallende uitzondering is. In
tegenstelling tot wat men zou verwachten van de kationische Hofmeister-reeks,
bleek GdmCl een middelmatige interactiesterkte te hebben, die tussen het zwak
interagerende NaCl en de sterk interagerende LiCl en MgCl2 ligt. Deze bevinding leidde tot de conclusie dat er ofwel enkele kinetische effecten betrokken
zijn bij de sterke Gdm+ -geı̈nduceerde denaturatie ofwel dat het mechanisme
van deze denaturatie extra bindingsplaatsen betreft. Toewijzing van de totale
daling van de concentratie van rotationeel-vrije NMA dipolen na toevoeging van
zout liet een uitgesproken neiging zien van de kationen om te interageren met
maximaal twee amiden.
In hoofdstuk 6 werd, na de experimentele en analytische stappen van hoofdstuk
5, de anion-amide interactie gekwantificeerd. Om deze reden werden, op dezelfde
wijze als voor de kationische Hofmeister-reeks, K+ zouten gekozen. Kwalitatief
werd aangetoond dat zowel Cl− en NO3 − niet met NMA interageren. Voor alle
andere anionen is er geconstateerd dat ze een affiniteit voor het amide tonen,
waarbij SCN− het sterkste effect heeft gevolgd door I− en Br− . Deze volgorde
is in lijn met een directe anionische Hofmeister-reeks. Bovendien werd gevonden
dat, op dezelfde wijze als de kation-amide interactie, elk anion met maximaal
twee amiden kan interageren, maar deze neiging was minder uitgesproken dan
voor de kationen. Echter werd geconstateerd dat de interactiesterkte van anionen met een amide ∼ 2 keer zwakker is dan van kationen. Deze bevinding vormt
een tegenstelling met het feit dat anionen eiwitten efficiënter denatureren dan
kationen. Deze tegenstrijdigheid leidde tot de conclusie dat ondanks het feit dat
de ion-amide interactie erg belangrijk is voor de ionengeı̈nduceerde eiwitdenaturatie, het (tenminste voor de anionen) niet de enige oorzaak is. Aldus zouden
andere interactieplaatsen betrokken kunnen zijn, bijvoorbeeld de zijketens of de
geladen eindgroepen van de eiwitten.
In hoofdstuk 7 worden de veranderingen in de rotatiedynamiek van een amide
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gekwantificeerd met behulp van zouten waarvan zowel het anion als het kation
met een amide interageert. De ionen werden gekozen om zo veel mogelijk de
verschillende aard van ionen binnen de Hofmeister-reeks af te dekken. Alleen
ionen waarvan hun individuele interactiesterktes in hoofdstukken 5 en 6 zijn
gekwantificeerd werden gekozen. Vergelijking van het effect van het zout op de
som van de effecten van de individuele ionen gaf inzicht in de additiviteit van de
ion-amide interactie. Voor alle zouten bestaande uit sferische ionen bleek dat
het effect binnen het experimentele fout zuiver additief was. Echter, de interactiesterkte van zouten die het Gdm+ kation bevatten lag onder de verwachtte
waarde als additiviteit verondersteld wordt. In verder onderzoek naar dit nietadditief effect onthulde het veranderen van de molaire verhouding tussen Gdm+
en I− (met behulp van GdmCl en KI zouten) een niet-lineaire interactiesterkte
voor GdmI (in tegenstelling tot mengsels van NaCl en KI waar de interactie
lineair afhankelijk is van samenstelling ). Deze bevindingen suggereerden de
aanwezigheid van concurrerende bindingsplaatsen tussen het Gdm+ kation en
het tegenion.
In deel III beweeg ik naar meer realistische en complexe systemen die de complexe structuur van een eiwit beter benaderen door de interactie van zouten met
het triglycine zwitterion te bestuderen.
In hoofdstuk 8 worden de diëlektrische eigenschappen van triglycine in waterige
oplossingen gekarakteriseerd. De keuze van triglycine was gebaseerd op het
feit dat het twee amides combineert met de geladen eindgroepen. Hierdoor
kunnen conclusies getrokken worden over hoe de eindgroepen de interacties
met zouten beı̈nvloeden. De respons van triglycine wordt gevonden bij lagere
frequenties (vertoont langzamere rotatiedynamiek) dan het model-amide en is
spectraal goed gescheiden van de bulk waterrelaxatie. Een concentratieafhankelijke studie van de DR-spectra van triglycine + water mengsels onthulde geen
tekenen van correlaties in oriëntatie van triglycine in water. Deze experimenten
verschaften ook het effectieve dipoolmoment van triglycine in water, dat nodig
is voor verdere analyse.
Hoofdstuk 9 laat zien hoe de rotatiedynamiek van een triglycine + watermengsel
verandert met toenemende zoutconcentratie. In eerste instantie wordt aangetoond dat deze veranderingen ionspecifiek zijn. NMR-metingen laten zien dat
het onwaarschijnlijk is dat veranderingen veroorzaakt door ionkoppeling tussen
de eindgroepen en de ionen. Kwantificering van deze veranderingen liet zien
dat in de meeste gevallen de trend voor triglycine overeenkomt met wat voor
het amidemodel gevonden werd, behalve voor enkele opvallende verschillen: enerzijds beı̈nvloedt KCl triglycine, iets dat niet helemaal verrassend is aangezien
geladen soorten zoals K+ and Cl− kunnen interageren met de geladen eindgroepen. Aan de andere kant vergroot GdmCl zijn associatie met triglycine
en de sterkte is vergelijkbaar met LiCl. Deze bevinding was verrassend omdat LiCl meer dan tweemaal zo sterk als GdmCl interageerde met het amide.
Uit deze bevinding werd geconcludeerd dat de geladen eindgroepen van een eiwit een belangrijke rol spelen bij de iongeı̈nduceerde denaturatie van eiwitten,
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in het bijzonder voor het Gdm+ kation. Wat het amide betreft werd gevonden dat de associatie met sterk denaturerende kationen tweemaal zo sterk was
in vergelijking met de anionen. Dit is een indicatie dat voor anionen andere
interactieplaatsen (bijvoorbeeld zijketens) betrokken kunnen zijn bij het denaturatiemechanisme.
In deel IV wordt de sub-picoseconde relaxatiedynamiek besproken. In het
laatste hoofdstuk (hoofdstuk 10)wordt het effect van enkel ionen op water
bestudeerd. Specifiek focus ik me op de veranderingen van de snelle waterrelaxatie bij toenemende zoutconcentratie. De sterkte van de sub-picoseconde
relaxatie neemt lineair toe met toenemende zoutconcentratie, maar met aanzienlijk verschillende hellingen voor elk zout. Verrassend is dat de relaxatiesterkte
dezelfde toename blijkt te hebben als de geleidbaarheid voor een breed scala
aan zouten. Deze correlatie van de sub-picoseconde relaxatiesterkte met geleidbaarheid lijkt zelfs onafhankelijk te zijn van het geleidingsmechanisme: ook
oplossingen van zoutzuur gehoorzamen deze schaalwet. Deze waarneming is een
indicatie dat de geleidbaarheid / mobiliteit van de ionen een zeer belangrijke rol
speelt voor de waterdynamiek en specifiek voor deze snelle modus van water.
Ik hoop dat deze eigenaardige observatie stimuleert tot computationele studies
naar de verklaring van de details op moleculair niveau van deze correlatie.
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